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JEFFERSON COUNTY BICYCLE PLAN

Welcome to the Jefferson County Bicycle Plan!
Dear Friends,
Like the rest of the Front Range, transportation in unincorporated Jefferson County is amid a sea change. As we
recover from the pandemic and return to offices, businesses, shops, restaurants, and destinations that make our
county a vibrant community, we continue to rethink how we get around and how to best utilize roadway space to build
an efficient and safe mobility network. Hybrid work and work-from-home have changed our commute patterns and
physical distancing changed how we recreate, socialize, and use public spaces, which drove a regional boom in bicycling.
However, we face many great challenges as a County. Traffic congestion has returned to pre-pandemic levels and
Colorado continues to grapple with poor air quality, with transportation accounting for nearly a quarter of statewide
greenhouse gas emissions. Additionally, Jefferson County faces fiscal constraints to maintain and operate our expansive
roadway infrastructure to ensure we can all continue to move safely and reliably.
Essential to addressing each of these challenges—and indeed to continue to enjoy the vibrant town centers and
beautiful parks, trails, scenery throughout Jeffco—is to expand transportation mobility options for all. Thanks to the
dedication and tremendous efforts of our county staff, local advocacy community, and the friends and neighbors
who participated and shaped the document, this Bicycle Plan arrives at a critical moment to guide our changing
transportation system.
Expanding access to bicycling can make it easier for Jefferson County residents to bicycle to work, to the store, to school
and childcare, and to the many parks and open spaces we enjoy. Bicycling can unlock a reliable, efficient, healthy, and
fun transportation options, all while helping County residents and visitors in enjoying cleaner air, safer streets, and less
time stuck in traffic.
This Plan provides a blueprint for the County to implement comfortable and inviting bicycle facilities from Clear Creek
Canyon to Chatfield Reservoir, connecting the people who live, work, and play in the County more mobility options, and
supports the high quality of life we know and love.
With appreciation to all, I am proud to present the Jefferson County Bicycle Plan.
Regards,
Steve Durian
Director
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Chapter Summary
The Jefferson County Bicycle Plan builds upon decades of investment in the County’s on-street bikeway and shareduse path system. This Plan evaluates the local and regional bicycling needs and envisions a future Jefferson County
that supports bicycling not only as form of recreation but a viable and well-utilized form of transportation. This Plan
specifically includes recommendations for making bicycling safe, comfortable, and connected on streets and roads in
unincorporated Jefferson County.
This Plan can help Jefferson County and its neighboring jurisdictions coordinate efforts, grow the Countywide bicycling
network, and expand access to bicycling as an inviting and reliable mode of transportation.

Chapter 1 makes the case for the need for a new

Chapter 4 focuses on recommended policies and

Bicycle Plan for the County, describing the key aspirations
and goals of the document. The chapter also details the
process for developing the plan, how it dovetails with
other Countywide and regional plans and policies, and
the public engagement efforts that shaped and informed
the Plan’s recommendations.

program areas that can support bicycling as a mode
of transportation. The chapter is organized into five
topic areas, with recommended and spotlighted policy
recommendations for each, along with which County
departments or agencies would be responsible for
implementing each policy recommendation and which
plan goal is addressed.

Chapter 2 describes Jefferson County as it exists

Chapter 5 describes the path for implementing the

today, including discussion of its geography and
topography, analysis of the County’s population and
growth characteristics, and visualization of the current
bicycling network. Chapter 2 concludes with a typology of
people’s level of comfort with bicycling for transportation,
and an analysis of the Level of Traffic Stress of the
County’s roadways.

bicycle network. The section details the types of project
delivery strategies, the methodology used for prioritizing
bicycle projects, and planning-level opinions of probable
cost to estimate the total funding needs to completely
implement the network. Finally, this chapter details
potential funding sources and strategies available to the
County.

Chapter 3 presents recommendations for the

Countywide bicycling network, and is divided into
two distinct sections: the Plains network, the eastern
geography of Jefferson County that is more urbanized,
and the Mountains network, the more rural and
mountainous western area. The chapter details
recommendations for which roadways are to be on the
County’s bicycling network and which bicycle facility types
are preferred for each roadway, as well as a facility design
guide for both the Plains and Mountains roadways.
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Introduction
The Need for a Bicycle Plan
The Jefferson County Bicycle Plan builds upon decades
of investment in the County’s on-street bikeway and
shared-use path system. This Plan evaluates the local
and regional bicycling needs and envisions a future
Jefferson County that supports bicycling not only
as form of recreation but a viable and well-utilized
form of transportation. This Plan specifically includes
recommendations for making bicycling safe, comfortable,
and connected on streets and roads in unincorporated
Jefferson County.

This Plan will guide Jefferson County’s decisions about the
types of bicycle-related programs, policies, and projects
to advance and fund in the next 20 years and beyond. The
development of this Plan includes these key aspirations:
1. Complete missing links within the County’s bicycle
network.
2. Create context-sensitive bicycle infrastructure for
both the mountainous and plains geographies of
the County.
3. Seamlessly connect to the bicycle networks of
jurisdictions adjacent to unincorporated Jefferson
County.

Jefferson County has a strong bicycling culture and
identity, which is currently served by an existing bikeway
network of 242 miles of on-street bicycle lanes and
193 miles of shared-use paths. To continue to build on
this existing network, Jefferson County is updating the
Bicycle Plan to advance changes in best practices, to
reflect the County’s varying contexts, and to provide
a vision for a future bicycle network that appeals to
a greater proportion of the population. Research has
shown that communities that invest in enhanced bicycle
infrastructure see an increase in bicycling, and, as bicycle
infrastructure expands and ridership increases, bicyclist
injuries and fatalities decreases.1 As the County looks
toward the future of mobility, transportation diversity will
play an important role in reducing congestion, reducing
infrastructure maintenance costs, and improving public
health through cleaner air and more opportunities for
physical activity.

4. Improve bicycling access to high demand
destinations, such as schools, employment centers,
mountain corridors, and open spaces around the
County.
5. Offer solutions that match anticipated funding
levels.
6. Establish design and facility selection guidance for
bikeways.
With the implementation of the Plan’s infrastructure,
programming, and policy recommendations, Jefferson
County can achieve a safe, comfortable, and connected
bicycling network that links key destinations across
unincorporated Jefferson County and serves the entire
region.

1 https://nacto.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/07/NACTO_Equitable_
Bikeshare_Means_Bike_Lanes.pdf

A family bicycling in Jefferson County.
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Plan Goals

The following goals are based on input from community representatives, stakeholders, and County staff and were
integrated throughout the development of this Plan. These goals represent key indicators for how the Plan can advance
bicycling in Jefferson County and have guided the development of policies, programs, and network recommendations.

Safety

Health

Increase and prioritize the safety
of all user groups.

Accessibility

Promote and support public health
and active living through better access,
improved comfort, and increased
connectivity to encourage active
transportation.

Provide comfortable bicycling
infrastructure that is inviting to people
of all ages and abilities.

Inclusivity

Connectivity

Provide equitable and inclusive
opportunities to bicycle and engage with
County bicycling programs.

Create a continuous, low-stress
countywide bicycle network accessing
community assets and destinations.

Multimodal
Make bicycling a viable transportation
option for all and encourage more people
to choose bicycling for both short and
long trips.

Alignment
Coordinate and align with other
plans and policies in Jefferson County
and its municipalities.

Implementable
Generate practical and actionable
recommendations and steps toward
implementation.

While this Plan aims to advance bicycling in Jefferson County, it does not set specific objectives to achieve more bicycle
trips compared to single occupancy vehicle trips; currently, there is insufficient data to measure the number of trips by
transportation mode to set a future goal. Additionally, transportation mode shift requires a holistic planning approach
to a transportation network and a vision for the future of a community. In Chapter 4, this Plan recommends an update
to the Countywide Transportation Plan, which would incorporate the efforts of this Plan into a future plan for all travel
modes and land uses in the County.
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The Planning Process

The Jefferson County Bicycle Plan began development in March 2021. The process was guided by the collective efforts
of County staff, County leadership, stakeholders, and the public. The project team paired community input with datadriven analyses and best practices, as well as building upon the 2012 Jefferson County Bicycle Plan to update this
Plan. Below is a summary of each step of the planning process and what is included in the following chapters of this
document:
1. Evaluate Existing Conditions

3. Develop Infrastructure Recommendations

The Existing Conditions Evaluation is intended to
increase the understanding of the state of the existing
network and to identify strengths and opportunities to
inform recommendations later in the planning process.
This evaluation inventoried existing infrastructure,
analyzed land uses and bicycle trip generators,
reviewed existing plans and publications throughout
the region, and scanned current policies and programs
that support or impact bicycling in the County.

The Plan identifies the highest priority corridors
for both current and future bicycle access based
on comfort, equity, connectivity and continuity,
and feasibility of implementing improvements. By
studying Level of Traffic Stress and mountain network
connectivity, the Plan proposes a Bicycle Network for
Jefferson County.
4. Develop Policy and Program Recommendations
To encourage bicycling among people who are
interested in bicycling but are concerned about
continuous and comfortable bicycle facilities, the
Plan offers policy and program recommendations to
support the implementation of low-stress bikeways,
to expand bicycle programs, and to foster increased
bicycling.

2. Engage the Public and Stakeholders
The Bicycle Plan endeavors to reflect the needs and
priorities of the people who live, work, and conduct
business in Jefferson County. The engagement process
aimed to address the challenges of user groups often
left out of public planning initiatives such as youth,
older adults, low-income populations, individuals
with disabilities, and Spanish speakers. Public and
stakeholder engagement included virtual open
houses; an online map survey; a bilingual call and
text hotline; and meetings with the Internal Advisory
Team (IAT), External Advisory Team (EAT), and Planning
Commission.

5. Define Path to Implementation
The prioritization process indicates what is most
important to reflect the Bicycle Plan’s vision and goals,
and it informs the implementation strategies. This
process provides guidance on proposed projects,
when they should be executed, and with what funding
sources.
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Integration with Other Plans

To establish an understanding of existing conditions for bicycling in Jefferson County, the development process for the
Jefferson County Bicycle Plan included a review and analysis of pertinent information from previous plans and their
recommended projects, policies, and programs. The Plan builds on and complements County, municipal, and regional
planning efforts and resources. Several themes emerged from existing plans, as presented in the following table, that
influenced, are synchronized with, and are strengthened by this Plan’s recommendations and goals:
Table 1: Current Plans and Projects – Countywide, City, and Regional

County Plans

Plans Reviewed and Considered

How will these align with and be furthered by the Jefferson County Bicycle
Plan?

Jefferson County Comprehensive
Master Plan (2010, amended 2020)

The 2010 Comprehensive Plan contains transportation goals and policies for the County,
including promotion of multimodal travel options through implementation of the 2012
Jefferson County Bicycle Plan. This Bicycle Plan takes these findings and builds upon them
to develop holistic network connectivity recommendations.

Jefferson County Bicycle Plan (2012)

The Bicycle Plan is a component of the Comprehensive Master Plan. This effort looks to the
2012 Plan to reassess facility and network recommendations.

Major Thoroughfare Plan (2018)

The Major Thoroughfare Plan is a graphical illustration of the long-range roadway plan that
identifies the general alignments and functional classifications of roadway facilities that
are needed to meet projected long-term transportation needs within the County. This Plan
uses these classifications in the Level of Stress Analysis and for facility recommendations.

Countywide Transportation Plan
(1998)

This Plan was a multi-jurisdictional effort to create a more coordinated approach to
transportation issues within the County. This Plan supports the multimodal goals.

Jeffco Trails Plan (2019)

The 2019 Trails Plan is administered by Jeffco Open Space and aims to improve nonmotorized connections to the outdoors. The Bicycle Plan works to complement the Trails
Plan goals and projects that involve public right of way.

Jefferson County Regional Bikeways
Wayfinding Guide (2016)

The Bicycle Plan supports the 2016 Wayfinding Guide by identifying improved connections
to regional bicycle routes.

Arvada Bicycle Master Plan (2017)
Edgewater Traffic Calming Mobility
Plan (2019)

Local Plans

Evergreen Trails Master Plan (2015)
Golden Transportation Master Plan
(2020)
Lakewood Bicycle System Master
Plan (2018)
Littleton Bicycle and Pedestrian
Master Plan (2012)

All local Plans were reviewed to consider strategies for developing a complete and
connected bicycling network that promotes bicycling access and safety. The Bicycle Plan
aims to link ideas from local plans and align with them in unincorporated areas; however, it
is the responsibility of each jurisdiction to fully implement their respective plans.

Morrison Comprehensive Plan
(2015)
Westminster Transportation &
Mobility Plan (2021)

Regional Plans

Wheat Ridge Bicycle and Pedestrian
Master Plan Update (2017)
DRCOG Active Transportation Plan
(2019)
DRCOG Taking Action on Regional
Vision Zero (2020)
DRCOG Regional Complete Streets
Toolkit (2021)

Regional planning documents set areawide goals for improving mobility by prioritizing
corridors for safety countermeasures and promoting actions related to programs, policies,
and design. This Bicycle Plan considers and aligns with these regional visions while also
giving detailed county-specific support.
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Community Engagement

The Bicycle Plan used varied methods of outreach and engagement to reach a broad section of community members
and ensure the Plan reflects the diverse needs of Jefferson County’s residents, visitors, and workers. Outreach activities
blended self-guided and hosted events, telephone, web, and print engagement, and in-depth stakeholder engagement
to provide multiple opportunities for participation. The community engagement process informed every step of the
Bicycle Plan, including goals development, identification of missing links in infrastructure, development of policy
recommendations, and criteria informing project prioritization. Additional information about the public engagement
process can also be found in Appendix A: Public Engagement Summary.
Key engagement strategies included:

Public Engagement Activities

Stakeholder Meetings

• Blog and Social Media Posts on Facebook, Twitter, and
Instagram to provide planning process updates.

• Meetings with the Internal Advisory Team (IAT),
consisting of County staff across departments, to
gather input and feedback on the planning process and
deliverables.

• Bilingual English/ Spanish Hotline for residents of
Jefferson County to call or text at any time to receive
project updates and information about upcoming
activities.

• Meetings with the External Advisory Team (EAT),
consisting of representatives from County jurisdictions
and non-profit partners, to gather ideas, discuss project
vision and goals, and collect interim and final comments
on the draft Bicycle Plan.

• Digital Flyers distributed to the External Advisory
Team, who represented the school district, libraries,
public health offices, human services offices, park
and recreation districts, non-profit organizations, and
neighboring jurisdictions to inform a broad audience
about the planning process and invite people to
participate in upcoming events.

Jefferson County Board of County
Commissioners and Planning
Commission Presentations

• Project Webpage on the Jefferson County
Transportation and Engineering website.

• Jefferson County Planning Commission
Presentations to seek input on the engagement
process, review the Plan, and adopt the Plan.

• Online Map and Survey to solicit public and
stakeholder feedback on roadways they currently
bicycle or would like to bicycle, barriers, and origindestination preferences.

• Jefferson County Board of County Commissioners
Staff Briefing to inform the Board on the purpose of
the Plan and to seek input on the public engagement
process.

• Virtual Open Houses to introduce the public to the
planning process, solicit preliminary input, direct
attendees toward other engagement activities (phase
1), share updates and draft sections of the Bicycle Plan,
and solicit input on draft final plan (phase 2).
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Jefferson County Today
Geography

Jefferson County, “The Gateway to the Rockies,” includes
all or portions of eleven cities and towns, as well as
more than a dozen unincorporated communities (e.g.,
Evergreen and Conifer). The County consists of two
distinct geographies: the suburban flatlands or “Plains”
area and the “Mountains” area west of the Hogback,
which is generally west of the C-470 highway (see Map 1).
While the Plains area is a mix of urban, suburban,
and low-density residential and commercial uses
that primarily generate commuter and consumer
transportation trips, the Mountains area is a mix of
open space, rural communities, and National Forest that
primarily generate recreational transportation trips.

Growing Interest in E-Bikes
Electric-assist bicycles, or “e-bikes,” have the potential
to unlock bicycling for a greater number of residents
and visitors, regardless of age or ability, throughout
Jefferson County, and their use is spreading rapidly
across the transportation landscape—between
2019 and 2020, sales of e-bikes grew 145 percent in
the U.S.1 Whether in the Mountains context, where
e-bikes can assist bicyclists in overcoming steep
topographical barriers, or in the Plains context where
e-bikes can extend bicycling range, this emerging
technology presents an opportunity to expand
bicycling access to people who are interested in
bicycling but concerned about bicycling conditions.

This Plan specifically concerns unincorporated Jefferson
County and the streets and roads not owned and
operated privately, by the State of Colorado, or by
incorporated municipalities (e.g., Arvada, Wheat Ridge,
Lakewood, etc.). Approximately 84 percent of the
land area in Jefferson County is unincorporated, and
55.4 percent (2,118 miles) of the roadway miles are in
unincorporatated area.
F0

Electric-assist bicycles are increasingly popular and can level mountain topography for more riders (credit: Richard Masoner).
1. “The Popularity of E-Bikes Isn’t Slowing Down.” The New York Times, Nov 8, 2021. https://www.nytimes.com/2021/11/08/business/e-bikesurban-transit.html
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Map 1: Jefferson County Geography, with Cities and Towns
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Population

Population analysis identifies the size, structure, and
distribution of people in a study area and helps understand
trends to estimate future needs. Based on the 2020 Census,
the population of unincorporated Jefferson County was
198,899, or 34 percent of Jefferson County’s total population.
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Regardless of age or ability, e-bikes, or electric bicycles
that contain a low-powered battery to either provide
pedal assistance or continuous motion, have greatly
reduced barriers in bicycling that may arise from age
or ability to conquer the County’s expansive geography
and steep topography. This technology has the potential
to improve access to commuter- and recreationalbased bicycle infrastructure for those living, working, or
conducting business in unincorporated Jefferson County.

Unincorporated Jefferson County has seen steady
population growth resulting in a seven percent increase
in population over the past decade (Table 2). 2 Relative to
the Denver Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA) the County
historically has an older population, with people aged
55 and older comprising 33 percent of unincorporated
Jefferson County’s population (and 16 percent aged 65
and older) compared to 25 percent in the Denver MSA.
The remaining 66 percent of the population are under
55 years old with 21 percent accounting for those under
the age of 18. Adult population under the age of 64 are
most likely to bicycle as a means of accessing goods
and services in the Plains. Adult populations (residents
aged 18 years or older) are known to enjoy the County’s
widespread recreational routes that this Plan will bolster
access to and improve upon. Because those under 18
represent such a large portion of population, improving
access to schools and recreation, in conjunction with
programmed educational opportunities, could foster
greater bicycling to access goods and services into the future.

Jefferson County’s population is concentrated to the
Plains portion of the County, where approximately 70
percent of the population resides (shown in Map 2). 3
Because most of the population resides in the Plains
where goods and services are more easily accessible,
a greater number of facilities are recommended that
will appeal to those who are interested in bicycling but
concerned about continuous and comfortable bicycle
infrastructure.
The primary population centers in unincorporated
Jefferson County are in the South Plains area (east of C-470
and south of Quincy Avenue), the Central Plains (between
Golden and Lakewood), and the North Plains near Arvada.
Several additional small population centers exist in the
mountain communities like Conifer and Evergreen.

Table 2: Population and Household Data
Unincorporated
Jefferson County

Jefferson County

Denver Metropolitan
Statistical Area

Population (2020)

198,899

582,910

2,967,239

Population Growth (2010-2019)

7%

9%

16%

Household with No Vehicles
Available (2019)

1.7%

3.9%

5.8%

Population by Age (2019)

Under 18
55-64 years old
Largest Age Groups

Under 18
25-34
55-64
Largest Age Groups

Under 18
25-34 years old
Largest Age Groups

2 US Census Bureau, 2020 Decennial Census and 2015-19 American Community Survey 5-Year Estimates. While Total Population counts use Block
level data, due to limitations with data accuracy and granularity, Income, Vehicle Availability, Age, and Commute Mode statistics were compared
at the Census Tract Level, using census tracts where the majority of land area falls in unincorporated Jefferson County.
3 US Census Bureau, 2020 Decennial Census.
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Map 2: Population Density in Jefferson County (2020 Decennial Census)

Plains
Mountains
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Major activity centers and primary destinations
throughout the County that could generate bicycle traffic
such as Denver West (at I-70 and Highway 6), schools,
colleges, major employers, and Open Space parks and
trails, may need greater attention when designing and
implementing facilities to ensure residents, visitors, and
those conducting business in unincorporated Jefferson
County are encouraged to bicycle when accessing these
locations.
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There is little disparity between Jefferson County, the
Denver Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA), and Colorado
statewide commuter trends. However, more Jefferson
County residents than Denver MSA residents drive alone
to work (as shown in Figure 1) and have the longest
average commute time at 26 minutes, reflecting the
County’s expansive geography.2 Those with long vehiclebased commutes are unlikely to switch to bicycling
to access work, but providing more comfortable and
connected bicycle facilities may encourage residents to
choose bicycling to run errands, take children to school,
or recreate. The County’s expansive geography is also
reflected in less access to and use of transit (three percent
countywide compared to four percent across the Denver
MSA) and a higher occurrence of residents who work from
home (15.7 percent compared to 9.1 percent countywide
and 8.4 percent across the Denver MSA).

While commuting data was analyzed to better understand
the extent in which unincorporated Jefferson County
residents are without access to a vehicle or are already
bicycling as a means of transportation, data limitations
lack granularity that could assist in determining where
facilities may be needed or where they can be improved to
increase access. There are, however, approximately 1,300
households without access to a vehicle and thousands
more who have limited access to a vehicle (i.e., three- or
four-person households with access to just one vehicle),
highlighting that bicycling may not be simply an option for
many residents, but a necessity.

Figure 1: Commute to Work Mode Share Comparisons
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Improving comfort and conntectivity may encourage
people to choose a commute mode other than drive
alone or single-occupancy vehicles. As shown in Figure 2,
approximately two percent of unincorporated Jefferson
County commuters walk or bicycle to work, while 73
percent drive alone and nine percent carpool. Reducing
the number of single-occupancy vehicle trips can improve
air quality and overall public health.

Figure 2: Commute Mode Share, Unincorporated Jefferson County
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Existing Bicycle
Infrastructure

Map 3: Existing Jefferson County Bicycle Network

Jefferson County’s existing bicycle network of shareduse paths and on-street bicycle facilities comprises:
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• 242 miles of on-street
bicycle lanes

• 193 miles of
shared-use paths

• 175 miles of paved
shoulder lanes

• 11 miles of
neighborhood
bikeways
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Bicycling Level of Traffic Stress
This Plan seeks to make bicycling in Jefferson County
more comfortable, connected, and inclusive. National
research has indicated that while roughly a third of the
general public is not currently interested in bicycling and
about 12 percent feel confident riding on roadways, the
majority of the population falls into the “Interested but
Concerned” category: people who would like to bicycle
more but are dissuaded from doing so due to concerns
such as safety from crime, travel safety, trip distance,
topography, route navigation, end-of-trip facilities,
roadway maintenance, and weather conditions (Table
3).4 People within Jefferson County who may identify as
“Interested but Concerned” have the largest potential for
mode shift away from single-occupancy vehicles.

stress experienced by bicyclists on a roadway segment by
examining common roadway variables like motor vehicle
speed and volume, number of travel lanes, the presence
of on-street parking, and existing bicycle infrastructure.
The result of the LTS analysis is used to identify and
prioritize infrastructure with the goal of creating an
interconnected network of low-stress routes and creating
conditions that draw bicycle ridership. The Mountains
geography area, outside of Activity Centers, did not utilize
this methodology as bicyclists who travel these roadways
are often in the “strong and fearless” typology. These
bicyclists are capable of traveling on challenging grades
over long distances in a shared roadway environment
with motorists. These roadways are higher stress for
bicyclists in other typologies with little feasibility to create
a low-stress environment and instead are analyzed for
opportunities to provide spot treatments that could
reduce conflicts with other roadway users (see page 25).
Results of the analysis are displayed in Map 4.

This Plan targets the Interested but Concerned bicyclists
who are age 8 to 80 with any ability level in the Plains and
Activity Center areas in the mountains. To understand how
comfortable existing roadways across Jefferson County
are for these potential bicyclists, the Plan employs a Level
of Traffic Stress (LTS) analysis. LTS analysis quantifies the

Table 3: Comfort Typology of Bicyclists
Low Stress
Tolerance

High Stress
Tolerance

Comfort Typology of Bicyclists
Design User
Profile

Non-Bicyclists or Not
Interested in Bicycling

Interested but Concerned Bicyclists

Enthused or
Confident Bicyclists

Strong and Fearless
Bicyclists

Bicycling
Preferences

Uncomfortable bicycling
in any condition, have
no interest in bicycling,
or are unable to bicycle.

Often not comfortable with bicycle
lanes and may bicycle on sidewalks
even if bicycle lanes are provided;
prefer off-street, separated bikeways,
or quiet residential roads. May not
bicycle at all if bicycle facilities do not
meet comfort needs.

Generally prefer
separated facilities but
are comfortable riding
in bicycle lanes or on
paved shoulders.

Comfortable riding
with traffic, will
use roads without
bicycle lanes.

% of
General Public

31 – 37%

51 – 56%

5 – 9%

4 – 7%

Anticipated # of
unincorporated
County residents

62,000 - 74,000

101,000 - 111,000

10,000 - 18,000

8,000 - 14,000

4 Dill, Jennifer, and Nathan McNeil. “Four Types of Cyclists?: Examination of Typology for Better Understanding of Bicycling Behavior and
Potential.” Transportation Research Record 2387, no. 1 (January 2013): 129–38. https://doi.org/10.3141/2387-15.
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Table 4: Criteria for Level of Traffic Stress by Bicycle Facility Type

High

Traffic Stress

Low

Neighbohood Bikeway

Bicycle Lane

Buffered Bicycle Lane

Shared-Use Path

< 1,500 ADT
<25 mph

6 ft width or greater
≤ 30 mph

6 ft width or greater
(including buffer)
≤ 30 mph

Low pedestrian volume or
separation

1,500 - 3,000 ADT
25 - 30 mph

4 - 5 ft width
2 or more lanes per direction
25 - 30 mph

6 ft width or greater
(including buffer)
2 or more lanes per direction
30 - 35 mph

High pedestrian volume

>3,000 ADT
>30 mph

< 4 ft width
2 or more lanes per direction
> 25 mph

3 or more lanes per direction
> 35 mph

Converting high-stress facilities to low-stress facilities is
critical to encouraging more Jefferson County residents
and visitors to choose bicycling for their transportation
needs and ultimately triggering mode shift. To develop a
low-stress network, Jefferson County should:

Jefferson County’s bicycle network of shared-use paths
and on-street bicycle facilities is relatively robust,
accessible, and connected but lacks comfort. This Plan
identifies and prioritizes key infrastructure interventions
that aim to convert the many high-stress roadways in
unincorporated Jefferson County to those that appeal to
the Interested but Concerned audience, with emphasis
on high-stress arterial and collector roadways that are
often the most direct, convenient routes to popular
destinations.

• Increase separation between motor vehicles and
bicyclists on major roadways.
• Improve network legibility through wayfinding signage.
• Construct a continuous and connected bicycle network.
• Capitalize on local streets and roads with low motorvehicle speeds and volumes.

Currently, low-stress corridors are largely bound by highstress roadways that pose comfort, safety, and mobility
limitations. Successfully encouraging Interested but
Concerned people to bicycle will require expanding the
availability of dedicated bicycle infrastructure where it
does not exist. Incorporating these changes in the Plains
and Mountains regions of the County will make it easier
and more convenient to choose bicycling as a means of
transportation and generate countywide mode shift.

• Provide comfortable and convenient connections to
destinations.
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Map 4: Jefferson County Level of Traffic Stress Analysis

The LTS analysis indicates that all
of Jefferson County’s arterials and
major collector streets are classified
as “high-stress” and therefore do not
yet accommodate people in the target
Interested but Concerned audience.
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Jefferson County Tomorrow:
The Bicycle Network
To acknowledge and work with the varied topography of
Jefferson County, the Plan separates the bicycle network
into two distinct geographies: Plains and Mountains
bicycle networks. These geographies reflect the unique
topography, land uses, and population densities. The
Plains Bicycle Network aims to make facilities in the
Plains comfortable for bicyclists of all ages and abilities,
regardless of whether trips are recreational- or commutebased by developing recommendations that emphasize
separating bicyclists from motorists. The Mountains
Bicycle Network offers recommendations that generally
accommodate more skilled recreational bicyclists and
focuses on expanding and improving the ease and
experience of bicycling existing scenic routes. The
Mountains Network recommendations acknowledge the
physical constraints and financial infeasibility of installing
facilities that would achieve the comfort necessary to
attract the Interested but Concerned audience.

Because the roadway and network considerations are
so distinct between the two geographical contexts and
trip purposes, the Plan used distinct methodologies
for developing recommendations and includes two
sets of network maps. However, together these two
networks form a cohesive and feasible bikeway system
for unincorporated Jefferson County and prioritize
continuous travel between the Plains and Mountains
areas.
This Plan’s network recommendations are based on
extensive stakeholder and public engagement, County
staff expertise, data collection, and technical analysis,
as well as previous planning efforts detailed in Chapter
2. While these recommendations are based on analysis
of the roadway network today, more detailed studies
and design efforts should establish appropriate facility
widths and design details based on roadway context and
constraints. Further, any roadways with existing facilities
that may not currently align with design standards
outlined in the Facility Toolboxes will be upgraded when
projects are mobilized in the area.

The network recommendations reflect the Plan’s goals
and are intended to make bicycling more inclusive
and accessible to those living, working, visiting, and
conducting business in Jefferson County. Network
recommendations are based on the following criteria:

Better Bicycling Facilities for Efficient
Transportation Networks

• Consideration of target bicycling user group based on
geographic, demographic, and land use contexts.

While dedicated bicycle facilities improve comfort
and perceptions of safety for people bicycling, this
infrastructure can benefit other road users, too.
Dedicated bicycle facilities organize roadway space
and make it easier for people driving to interact
safely with people bicycling, including safer passing
maneuvers, clearer interactions at intersections, and
reduce congestion by increasing roadway capacity
and encourage bicycling as a viable form of travel.

• Incorporation of public input on destinations, routes,
and barriers to bicycling.
• Analysis of stress, safety, connectivity, and potential
facility typology based on roadway and network
characteristics.

Rules of the Road and Safe Bicycling
For information about how people bicycling and
people driving are required and expected to
operate safely on all roadways, explore Bicycle
Colorado’s Rules of the Road resource: https://www.
bicyclecolorado.org/ride-colorado/rules-of-the-road/.
Additionally, reference CDOT’s Bicycle Manual: https://
www.codot.gov/programs/bikeped/information-forbicyclists/bicycling-manual.
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The Plains Bicycle Network
The Plains Bicycle Network expands upon the existing
backbones of shared-use paths and marked on-street
bicycle facilities throughout the County while aiming to
improve the comfort and connectivity of the network
through new low-stress facilities and connections.

These facility types are explained on pages 24 - 25.
The Plains Bicycle Network Recommendations consist
of the following facilities, which the County will work to
implement as Operations & Maintenance (refer to Chapter
5) projects occur, funding becomes available, or capital
improvement projects are completed:

This Plan recommends facilities that are comfortable
for most of the population regardless of skill level or
experience. The recommendations, shown in Map 5 and
Map 6, consider posted speed limits, vehicle volumes,
available roadway width, presence of on-street parking,
and land-use context to provide a comfortable low-stress
facility. Additionally, these recommendations intend to
improve access to important destinations, to respond
to barriers and desired routes identified during public
engagement, and to close existing network gaps. Many of
the recommendations can be implemented via restriping
to create on-street bicycle facilities, while others will
require more intensive capital construction (see Chapter
5 for more discussion and detail), such as shared-use
paths that are likely only feasible when population and
land uses support the high-cost infrastructure and
will only be achieved with supplemental funding and
when maintenance and supportive staff resources
are identified. Corridors where shared-use paths are
recommended may see an interim facility, such as
buffered bicycle lanes, until these criteria can be met.

• 83 miles of Shared-Use Paths
• 5 miles of Buffered Bicycle Lanes
• 31 miles of Bicycle Lanes
• 39 miles of Neighborhood Bikeways
• 3 Spot Improvements
Intersection enhancements described in the Facility
Toolbox on page 24 are for at-grade crossings where
bicyclists and motorists coexist. Alternatively, spot
treatments identified in the proposed network are areas
where grade separation may be considered to improve
safety and comfort.
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Map 5: Plains Bicycle Network Recommendations (North Area)
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Map 6: Plains Bicycle Network Recommendations (South Area)
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Plains Bicycle Facility Toolbox

The County anticipates using four different bikeway facility types to implement the Plains Bicycle Network. The facility
types, described below, should be applied in Jefferson County according to this Plan’s Facility Design Guide (Appendix
D), alongside best practice guidance from the American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials
(AASHTO), the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA), and the National Association of City Transportation Officials
(NACTO). Each Facility Type includes Roadway Types from the County’s Transportation Design & Construction Manual on
which they are most applicable.

Neighborhood Bikeway

Intersection Enhancements

Where bicycle routes cross arterial or collector roadways,
site-specific intersection improvements such as median
refuges, high-visibility crosswalks, traffic signals,
rectangular rapid flashing beacons (RRFBs), mini traffic
circles, and raised crossings can make crossing feel safer
and more comfortable. Enhancements can also include
on-street markings or signage informing bicyclists that
bicycle detection exists at a signalized intersection and a
green light will be provided. Intersection enhancements
should be applied to facilitate multilane or high-speed
crossings.

Where motor vehicle speed and volume are sufficiently
low (such as on local roadways in residential
neighborhoods), people bicycling are given priority
in vehicle travel lanes using signage, markings, and
treatments that encourage motorists to operate at slower
speeds. Speed and volume management can make the
entire street feel safe and comfortable for bicyclists
of all ages and abilities. Design intersections along
major corridors with appropriate treatments to enable
comfortable crossings, including signals or beacons,
refuge spaces, and conflict markings.

Applicable Roadway Classifications:
Collector or Local where average daily traffic is less
than 3,000 vehicles per day
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Bicycle Lane

Shared-Use Path
A bicycle lane designates
a portion of a roadway
for the exclusive use of
bicycles. Bicycle lanes
are one-way, on-street
bicycle facilities adjacent
to general purpose travel
lanes. Bicycle lanes are
marked with pavement
markings and may be
colored green for higher
visibility, such as at conflict
points or at intersection
approaches.

A shared-use path
is a bidirectional
paved facility
for bicyclists,
pedestrians,
and other nonmotorized travel
that is at minimum
8 feet wide and
separated from
vehicle traffic
located either
within public
right-of-way
(“sidepath” when adjacent to the roadway) or in other
publicly owned land areas or easements such as a stream
valley, greenway, or along a utility corridor. Shared-use
paths that experience higher bicycle and pedestrian use
can be enhanced with striping and signage to clearly define
a separation of uses to reduce conflicts. Intersection
crossings, driveways, and access points require careful
design consideration to mitigate conflicts between turning
motorists and through-moving bicyclists. These crossing
locations should have clear sightlines, conflict markings,
and may even be raised or signalized to separate or bring
greater awareness to conflicting movements.

Applicable Roadway Classifications:
Major Collector, Collector, and Local

Buffered Bicycle Lane
Like bicycle lanes,
buffered bicycle lanes
dedicate on-street
bicycling space, but are
buffered on at least
one side of the lane
by a marked shy area
(typically between the
bicycle lane and the
general purpose travel
lane). This increased
separation provides
a more comfortable
bicycling environment
and visually narrows the roadway space to support
reduced motorist speed.

Applicable Roadway Classifications:
Principal & Minor Arterial, Major Collector, Collector,
and dedicated ROW

Pilot Projects
When unique environments create design challenges,
pilot projects may be explored to mitigate those
challenges.

Applicable Roadway Classifications:
Minor Arterial, Major Collector, Collector, and Local
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The Mountains Bicycle Network
The Mountains Bicycle Network is a connected, intuitive,
and pleasant system of roadways that enables bicyclists
to easily navigate the western portion of Jefferson County.
It builds on a rich existing network of scenic roadways
and recreational routes that guide bicyclists through rural
and small mountain town areas. Most of the mountain
region of Jefferson County is unincorporated, with public
roadways operated by either the County or the Colorado
Department of Transportation. The Mountains Bicycle
Network is intended to complement other planning
efforts, including the Jefferson County Open Space Trails
Plan and plans adopted by neighboring jurisdictions to
create a comfortable, connected, and intuitive network
for bicyclists while improving comfort and access.

Mountain Bicycle Network Recommendation projects
(shown in Map 7 and Map 8) and include both minor
signing and striping projects and major capital projects
that would be implemented when supplemental funding
and maintenance and supportive staff resources are
identified. The Mountains Network Recommendations
consist of the following facilities:
• 15 miles of Shared-Use Paths
• 4 miles of Buffered Bicycle Lanes
• 7 miles of Bicycle Lanes
• 68 miles of Paved Shoulders
• 49 miles of Shared Roadways
• 101 miles of Shared Roadways with Spot
Improvements

Development of the Mountains Bicycle Network included
a network identification process and a facility selection
process for each corridor within the network. Jefferson
County staff began by consulting with Bike Jeffco and
Team Evergreen to identify candidate routes for the
network with high existing demand and opportunity
for improvement. The project team also referenced
the Strava Global Heat Map, existing conditions data
collected for this Plan, and the planning efforts detailed
in Chapter 2 to inform the creation of the Mountains
Bicycle Network. Subsequently, the project team assigned
appropriate facility type recommendations to each
corridor based on roadway characteristics such as posted
speed limit and traffic volumes. Facility type selection
for the Mountains Bicycle Network focused on providing
adequate safety for bicyclists who identify more closely
with the Strong and Fearless user type, rather than the
Interested but Concerned, as the types of bicyclists
expected on mountain and scenic roadways are more
likely to be experienced recreational bicyclists who can
benefit from targeted safety and comfort design features.
The network includes facilities with greater levels of
separation and protection in activity centers or near
schools where the Interested but Concerned user type
may be more likely to bicycle.

• 17 miles of Unpaved Roadway designated as Bicycle
Network
Some mountain corridors have a facility recommendation
that transitions to a different recommendation. For
example, some sections of Pleasant Park Road propose
paved shoulders while other sections propose a shared
roadway with spot treatments. This is due to extreme
physical constraints that make greater infrastructure,
such as widening a road to accommodate paved
shoulders, cost prohibitive. Bicyclists in these areas will
need to travel with vehicles and spot treatments will be
provided where feasible to reduce conflicts and improve
roadway operations.

What We Heard From You!
“Jefferson County is a major bicycle corridor for
cross country bicyclists traveling through Colorado,
therefore Destination and directional signage is
particularly important in Jefferson County”.
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Map 7: Mountains Bicycle Network Recommendations (North Area)
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Mountains Bicycle Facility Toolbox

The County anticipates using three different bicycle facility types to improve the Mountains Bicycle Network, as well
as six types of spot treatments to address key points of stress within a corridor. The facility types, described below,
should be applied in Jefferson County according to this Plan’s Facility Design Guide (Appendix D), alongside best practice
guidance from AASHTO, NACTO, and FHWA.

Shared Roadway

Paved Shoulder

Shared roadway facilities
in the Mountains Bicycle
Network are appropriate
locations for bicyclists to
operate in the generalpurpose travel lane.
Shared roadway facilities
differ from neighborhood
bikeways in the Plains
toolbox as neighborhood
bikeways are considered
a low-stress facility due to
low motor vehicle volumes
and speeds. Alternatively,
shared roadways in the
Mountains network are
higher stress due to steep
climbs and winding roads
where dedicated facilities
are infeasible due to
topographical constraints.
Signage is subject to change
Because of this, many
based on MUTCD standards.
shared roadways should
incorporate spot treatments such as climbing lanes, bicycle
turnouts, and refuge areas, each of which may necessitate
restriping, repurposing lanes, roadway widening, or rock
blasting. Additional enhancements for traffic calming
and visibility on shared roadways may include centerline
rumble strips, parking restrictions, or geometric devices
such as traffic circles. Roadways with the lowest volume
and slowest speeds may only require “Bicycle May Use
Full Lane” or “State Law: 3 Feet Clearance” signage
and pavement markings such as sharrows. Regardless
of volumes or speeds, designers should evaluate all
shared roadways for crossing enhancements at major
intersections and intersections with other bicycle facilities.

Paved shoulders provide
dedicated space within
the roadway for people
bicycling. Per County
standards, paved shoulder
facilities should be at
least four feet wide (six
feet should be considered
where feasible and where
additional shoulder width
may improve roadway
Figure 4: Preferred Rumble Strip
safety or egress routes)
Design with Regular Gap for
and demarcated with
Bicyclist Entry and Exit
paint on both sides of the
roadway for the entirety
of the corridor. According to FHWA rural design guidance,
designers should consider wider shoulders of at least eight
feet on roadways with posted speed limits of 50 mph or
higher. Paved shoulders may also include an optional buffer
of at least 1.5 feet or a rumble strip for delineation.
F7 1

Rumble strips should not reduce the minimum width of
the paved shoulder and should incorporate gap patterns
that allow people bicycling to traverse into the travel lane,
especially ahead of intersections. Recommended gap
length is 10 to 12 feet between 40- to 60-foot-long rumble
strip segments (Figure 4). 3
F8 2

Applicable Roadway Classifications:
Minor Arterial, Major Collector, Collector, and Local

1. Jefferson County. (2019). Transportation Design & Construction
Manual.
2. FHWA. (2016). Small Town and Rural Multimodal Networks.
3. Ibid.

Applicable Roadway Classifications:

4. NCHRP Synthesis 490, https://www.trb.org/NCHRP/
Blurbs/174393.aspx.

Major Collector with average daily traffic of less than
3,000 vehicles per day, Collector, and Local

5. FHWA (2016). Achieving Multimodal Networks.
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Spot Treatments

Shared-Use Path
As detailed on
page 25, shareduse paths are
bidirectional paved
routes within
the right-of-way
(adjacent to the
roadway). Design
considerations for
shared-use paths in
the Mountains are
similar to the Plains,
though special
consideration should
be made for steep grades such as increased costs related
to construction (increased width, retaining walls, and
signage) as well as environmental impacts.

Climbing Lanes
Climbing lanes are paved shoulders on one side of a
roadway in the uphill direction for the majority of an
ascent. When it is not possible to install paved shoulders
on both sides of the roadway, climbing lanes provide
dedicated space for people to bicycle uphill allowing
faster vehicular traffic to pass comfortably.

Bicycle Turnouts

Applicable Roadway Classifications:

Bicycle turnouts are paved locations where bicyclists
traveling uphill may move over temporarily to allow
vehicular traffic to pass without having to come to a full
stop. Designers should consider bicycle turnouts when it
is not feasible to install a continuous climbing lane for an
ascent. Priority locations for bicycle turnouts include blind
corners or corridors with a history of head-on collisions

Minor Arterial, Major Collector, Collector, Local

caused by motorists attempting to pass bicyclists.

Figure 5: Bicycle Turnout (adapted from DRCOG Regional
Complete Streets Toolkit)
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Refuge Areas

Centerline Rumble Strips

Refuge areas are paved or unpaved locations adjacent
to the roadway where bicyclists may pull over to stop for
rest or allow traffic to pass. Refuge areas should have
adequate visibility for bicyclists pulling in and out to avoid
conflicts with moving traffic. It may also be necessary
to restrict parking in refuge areas to ensure that parked
vehicles do not inhibit the use of the space by bicyclists or
create sight distance obstructions.

Centerline rumble strips can discourage motorists from
passing bicyclists when it is not permitted or unsafe.
Motorists traversing the centerline ahead of a blind curve
can potentially cause a head-on collision with oncoming
vehicles or bicycles (see Figure 6). In general, rumble
strips would be incorporated as a mitigation measures in
locations where the application will reduce potential of an
existing crash pattern.

Figure 6: Refuge Area

Figure 7: Centerline Rumble Strips Reduce Potential Head-on

Wayfinding

Collision Risk at Blind Curves

Wayfinding signage and pavement markings can
facilitate navigation on the Mountains Bicycle Network.
Signage should be placed ahead of major intersections,
at locations where the designated bicycle facility turns
from one road to another, and on long corridors (such
as County Road 73) every few miles to confirm direction.
To reinforce legibility, wayfinding signage should use the
design guidance identified in the Jefferson County Regional
Bikeway Wayfinding Guide.

Intersection Enhancements
Designs should evaluate enhancements at major
intersections within the Mountains Bicycle Network
including major roadway crossings, trail crossings,
and intersections of bicycle facilities. Refer to best
practice guidance from AASHTO, NACTO, and FHWA for
appropriate intersection treatments.
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Jefferson County Tomorrow:
Policies & Programs
Achieving the goals identified in this Plan goes beyond the implementation of bicycle infrastructure and requires
additional policies and programs that support bicycling throughout Jefferson County. How these recommended policies
and programs are implemented will vary and, in some cases, require identifying new partnerships, relationships, and/
or revenue sources to provide the expertise and/or fiscal or staffing resources necessary for implementation. This plan
is recommended to be revisited and updated approximately every ten years to ensure the plan maintains relevance
as industry standards and community desires change. The County should periodically reevaluate the bicycle network,
along with all policy and program recommendations herein.

Planning & Funding

Understanding the County’s capacity to advance Plan recommendations into project development is key to making
progress on the County’s bicycle network.
Funding opportunities that align with planning and implementing projects can shift projects from lines on a map to
implementable projects. A comprehensive picture of eligible funding sources (County, State, and Federal) highlights
opportunities for planning, designing, and constructing the Plan’s infrastructure recommendations.
Table 4: Planning & Funding Policy Recommendations
Description

Responsibility

Plan Goals
Addressed

Create a
Countywide
Bicycle/Pedestrian
Recreation Map

A unified map of walking and bicycling facilities,
including both on-street routes and trails and paths
in parks and open space, can connect people to the
rich foundation of active mobility infrastructure.

Transportation &
Engineering, Open
Space

Accessible,
Healthy,
Inclusive

Update the
Countywide
Transportation Plan

Initiate an update to the Countywide Transportation
Plan that considers mobility and access for all users
of County roadways, including people bicycling,
walking, riding transit, and driving. Align goals and
recommendations from this bicycle plan within a
comprehensive and cohesive vision for mobility and
multimodal investments.

Transportation
& Engineering,
Board of County
Commissioners

Connected,
Inclusive,
Multimodal,
Implementable

Number Priority Policy Action

1.01

1.02

P

Policy Spotlight: Countywide Transportation Plan (1.01)
Last updated in 2014 and originally adopted in 1998, the Countywide Transportation Plan encompasses all of Jefferson County,
including incorporated municipalities, and is intended to be a dynamic tool to enhance interjurisdictional coordination by
identifying transportation needs, projects, and priorities. A comprehensive update to the Plan should convene all jurisdictions
to reassess the transportation network, its needs, and shared vision for multimodal mobility throughout the County.
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Responsibility

Plan Goals
Addressed

Transportation
& Engineering,
Board of County
Commissioners

Implementable

1.04

Adopt a Complete
Streets Policy

Pursue a Complete Streets policy adoption via the
Board of County Commissioners to incorporate
consideration of all travel modes and street users
on all street projects throughout the County. A
successful Complete Streets policy incorporates
multimodal accommodation into regular project
development and delivery.

Transportation
& Engineering,
Board of County
Commissioners

Accessible,
Connected,
Healthy,
Inclusive,
Multimodal

1.05

Pursue funding
opportunities
through creation
of Transportation
Management
Associations

Consider creation of new Transportation
Management Associations (TMAs), which are
structurally able to unlock new federal funding
sources for multimodal projects to meet local
demand management and air quality goals.

Transportation &
Engineering, CDOT,
private partners

Healthy,
Implementable

Number Priority Policy Action

1.03

P

Seek dedicated
funding
opportunities
through ballot
initiatives or special
use fees

Description
Seek extension of South Area Sales Tax District to
build and maintain bikeways areawide and replicate
the sales tax districts in other locations throughout
the County to build and maintain bikeways. Other
funding considerations can include a special
County gas tax, a fee for bicycle shop sales above a
specified dollar amount, or a percentage-based fee
for all building and right-of-way permits sold (similar
to development fees used to fund open space
programs in peer jurisdictions).
Use the Jefferson County Bicycle Plan to develop
a project list and a potential ballot measure to
unlock dedicated funding for construction and
maintenance of the County’s bicycling network.

Project Design,
Delivery, and
Construction

Policy Spotlight: Updating Civil
Design Templates (2.01)
Jefferson County’s Transportation Design &
Construction Manual is the adopted roadway
design manual for all public and private roadways
in unincorporated Jefferson County. The Manual
contains 21 design templates containing standards
and guidance for lane widths and right-of-way
features, which are the basis for all new and
reconstructed roadways.

Refining policies for project design, delivery, and
construction can go a long way in achieving a connected
and comfortable network. Integrating design templates
into the Transportation Design and Construction Manual
that accommodate bicycles in roadway designs is key to
implementing the recommendations in this plan.

Jefferson County templates currently require the
inclusion of bicycle facilities as standard treatments
on roadways. However, these templates should be
revised to allow flexibility to explore various options
for lane widths, pavement marking types and colors,
and buffer treatments. Changes to the Manual are
required to be submitted by the Transportation
& Engineering and Road & Bridge departments,
reviewed by the Regulatory Advisory Panel, and
then finally adopted by the Board of County
Commissioners.

Existing Policies
Roadway design and operations are guided by the
County’s Transportation Design & Construction Manual,
which includes Level of Service standards and policy,
operations criteria, and roadway design templates for the
County and private developers on public right of way.
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Table 5: Project Design, Delivery, and Construction Policy Recommendations
Number

2.01

Priority

P

2.02

2.03

2.04

P

Policy Action

Description

Responsibility

Plan Goals
Addressed

Update Civil Design
Templates

Update Civil Design templates to address
bikeway design for a variety of bicycle design
needs, roadway widths, and land use contexts.
Use the Facility Design Guide (Appendix D) as
a basis to revise design templates and facility
options for each roadway type. Coordinate
between Transportation Engineering, Road
& Bridge, and Planning & Zoning to develop
proposed changes for the Regulatory Advisory
Panel to review and the Planning Commission
and County Board of Commissioners to adopt.

Transportation
& Engineering,
Planning & Zoning,
Road & Bridge,
Board of County
Commissioners

Accessible,
Aligned,
Implementable

Amend Design &
Construction Manual
to clarify that bicycle
facility projects do not
necessitate upgrading
intersections that are
currently below County
standard.

Revise Level of Service (LOS) standards to
not require bicycle projects to bring belowstandard intersections up to LOS standard.
The County’s Design & Construction Manual
currently requires that signalized intersections
with a Level of Service grade of either E or F be
brought up to at least LOS D when improved.
The County should amend the Manual to state
that if a bicycle improvement project includes
an intersection that is currently not meeting
the County’s standard, the project may still be
implemented, provided it does not reduce the
LOS grade of the intersection.

Transportation
& Engineering,
Planning & Zoning

Aligned,
Implementable

Adopt Traffic Calming
Policy

Develop and adopt a Traffic Calming Policy
for County roadways, including criteria for
identifying roadways where traffic calming is
needed, a process for selecting projects, and
preferred design tools and treatments.

Transportation &
Engineering

Safe,
Accessible,
Multimodal

Planning & Zoning,
Transportation &
Engineering, Road
& Bridge

Accessible,
Aligned

Minimize construction
impacts to on-street
bikeways

Incorporate bikeway route identification
when considering and creating traffic
modifications related to construction. Require
accommodations for bicycle facilities if
construction impacts routes on the bicycle
network. Accommodations may encroach on
general purpose travel lanes. Ensure this policy
applies to street reconstruction; new street
construction; sewer, storm drainage, and water
projects; private site development that requires
temporary occupation of public ROW; and utility
construction.
For private developments, this could be
incorporated into site development plans or
development applications when considering
and creating traffic control plans associated with
construction plans.
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Development
Regulations & Review

Existing Policies

Understanding the development process, conditions,
and mitigation work in the County can address upstream
challenges to ease downstream implementation.
Engagement between County staff, the Planning
Commission, and developers can open conversations
about integrating bicycle-friendly building and roadway
design codes. Exploring how to smooth the pathway for
Planning Commission acceptance of recommendations
that change civil design templates or right-of-way widths
is necessary to implementing change.

• Complete transportation impact assessments (TIAs)
for development cases near existing or planned
County bikeways to address active transportation trip
generation, safety, and connectivity.1

Jefferson County’s Land Development Regulation requires
new developments to:

• Provide bicycle access, circulation, and parking or lockers
that is suitable to the use, trip generation potential, and
proximity to planned or existing bikeways.
• Include right-of-way improvements that ensure
safety and connectivity of existing or planned County
bikeways when requiring transportation system
improvements or mitigations.

Table 6: Development Code & Review Policy Recommendations
Description

Responsibility

Plan Goals
Addressed

3.01

Create secure
and protected
bicycle parking
for multi-family
developments.

Update the Zoning Resolution to increase required
bicycle parking for multifamily development.
Work with developers to provide best practices
and examples of secure bicycle parking that are
protected from weather elements, are easily
accessible to residents, and can expand storage
both inside and outside.

Planning & Zoning

Multimodal,
Healthy

3.02

Incorporate more
specific bicycle
improvements
into both Major
and Minor
Transportation
Studies for Land
Development
Regulations.

Create a list of bicycle amenities for developers
to select as trip generation offset opportunities.
For commercial developments, possible amenities
could include secure bicycle parking, easy bicycle
parking access, and approved bicycle rack designs.
For office developments, amenities could include all
of the above, as well as day lockers and fixed bicycle
stations with tools.

Planning & Zoning

Multimodal,
Implementable

Number Priority Policy Action

P

Policy Spotlight: Bicycle Amenities for Development Projects (3.02)
Just as it is required to preserve open space when planning for new development in Jefferson County, developers
should have the opportunity to include plans for bicycle amenities where commercial, business district, highdensity residential, and other public development is occurring. Many municipalities across the United States require
developers to provide detailed plans to accommodate bicyclists, pedestrians, and transit access in the development
process. Developers understand that including bicycle amenities in site plans can not only offset motor vehicle
traffic, but also help positively differentiate new developments as inclusive and multimodal friendly. Jefferson
County can offer developers a full, pre-generated menu of bicycle amenity options to consider. For commercial
developments, possible amenities could include secure bicycle parking, easy bicycle parking access, and approved
bicycle rack designs. For office developments, amenities could include day lockers and fix-it stations.

1

Board of County Commissioners of Jefferson County. “Land Development Regulation,” sec. 6, p. 2, 2020
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Maintenance

Policy Spotlight: Establish
minimum maintenance standards
for bicycle facilities throughout
the County, including sweeping,
winter weather management, and
resurfacing (4.02)

Maintenance is crucial to ensuring that bicycle facilities
continue to be safe and accessible long after they
are constructed. Awareness of County maintenance
priorities and schedules can make it easier to work with
existing maintenance processes to upgrade a roadway
that has existing or planned bikeways and to integrate
maintenance guidance based on bikeway type.

During warm weather months, the County operates
street sweeping crews who maintain roadways when
needed. The County should consider additional
resources to offer sweeping and debris clearance
capabilities (including labor and maintenance
vehicles) and develop a regular maintenance plan
that includes bicycle routes to maintain bikeways
countywide, including prioritization of key bicycle
routes within the overall maintenance plan. County
staff should incorporate bikeway design practices
from the Facility Design Guide that are friendlier to
maintain through four seasons. Additionally, it is
important to determine and communicate which
maintenance activities may be best suited for County
staff to address and whether some activities may be
completed by contractors. While complex designs
may require contractors, the County can develop
design approaches for low-effort, short-term, and
daily maintenance needs. Making this distinction will
help Jefferson County efficiently and procedurally
approach maintenance tasks.

Maintenance policies and programs can address
recommendations that likely have budget and equipment
implications. Identifying equipment availability and
maintenance needs, such as snow, ice, and gravel removal
can unlock accessible bikeways for users year-round.
Familiarizing maintenance crews with bicycle-friendly best
practices is important for proposing policies that support
meaningful and positive changes to bicycling in Jefferson
County.

Finally, the County should update maintenance
manuals and guidance documents to include bicyclefriendly best practices related to striping, sweeping,
winter weather management, rumble strip placement,
and other activities.

Volunteers use a retrofitted bicycle trailer to maintain existing
bikeways (credit: Bike Jeffco).
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Table 7: Maintenance Policy Recommendations
Policy Action

Description

Responsibility

Plan Goals
Addressed

Address snow
removal from bicycle
facilities and paved
trails

Determine the extent to which bicycle facilities
can be incorporated into current snow and ice
control processes. During winter months (typically
October through April), the County operates snow
plowing crews in four districts to clear snow off
roadways. Snow clearance is prioritized by roadway
classification and usage with arterial roadways,
school bus routes, and emergency response routes
addressed before collectors and local roadways.
The County should consider adding bicycle routes
to the prioritization structure to ensure continued
mobility for people bicycling; this analysis should
include equipment, staffing, and financial resource
needs for any level of effort explored.

Road & Bridge

Aligned,
Accessible

Establish minimum maintenance standards for
bicycle facilities throughout the County and
associated maintenance costs, including labor,
sweeping, winter weather management, and
resurfacing. During warm weather months, the
County operates street sweeping crews who
maintain roadways on an as-needed basis. The
County should consider what additional resources
would be needed to expand sweeping and debris
clearance capabilities (including labor power and
maintenance vehicles) and develop a regular
maintenance plan that includes the costs and
resources needed to maintain bicycle facility signs,
striping, and markings.

Road & Bridge

Multimodal,
Accessible, Safe

Replace “Share the Road” signage with “Bicycles
May Use Full Lane” (MUTCD R4-11) and “3 Feet
Clearance” signage where necessary, especially
as part of regular roadway maintenance and
resurfacing on Mountain corridors in the Bicycle
Plan.

Transportation &
Engineering, Road &
Bridge

Safe

4.04

Coordinate between County divisions during
refinement of planning and project delivery to
understand maintenance implications of bikeway
improvement projects, such as the need for new
equipment, crew training, or additional labor to
stripe or maintain. Include these operating costs in
funding plans and budgets.

Planning & Zoning,
Transportation &
Engineering, Road &
Bridge

Implementable,
Aligned

4.05

Create a clear process for event organizers to
request permits and sweeping for rides that utilize
County roads.

Transportation &
Engineering

Healthy,
Inclusive, Safe

Number Priority

4.01

4.02

4.03

P

P

P

Maintain, enhance,
and improve County
bikeways as a part of
regular maintenance
activities.
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Programs

Existing Policies

Programs encompass collaboration across County
departments to collect and share data; to identify and
address safety issues and concerns systematically; to
administer partnership programs like bicycle education
and Safe Routes to School; to build capacity and
expand bicycling support and encouragement; and to
communicate effectively with the public about bicycling
initiatives.

Jefferson County has a robust crash analysis and
response program, which tracks multimodal crash data
including intersection and roadway segment crash
patterns; conducts quality control and assurance to
verify data accuracy; and responds with engineering
countermeasures to address crash patterns and
continually improve safety. The County will continue to
support and improve upon this work.

Table 8: Program Recommendations
Description

Responsibility

Plan Goals
Addressed

5.01

Create an annual update on bicycling in
Jefferson County. This could include metrics,
such as number of miles of bikeway facilities,
bicycle parking spots, any policy updates, as
well as narrative on who is bicycling. This will
position JeffCo well when applying for funding/
grants or bicycle-friendly recognition.

Planning
& Zoning,
Transportation &
Engineering

Healthy, Aligned

5.02

P

Work with Colorado State Patrol (CSP) District
1 to ensure accurate and consistent crash
reporting for crashes involving bicyclists within
Jefferson County. Inform State Patrol and
Jefferson County Sheriff Dept of crash data
use and impacts on transportation planning.
Work across organizations to conduct training
and align crash response and reporting for
JeffCo Sheriff’s Dept, Colorado State Patrol, and
municipalities within the County.

CSP, JC Sheriff,
Transportation &
Engineering

Safe, Healthy

P

Create and implement a bicycle count
program. Expand count technology, complete
a comprehensive review of data, and set
actionable steps to integrate data into
transportation projects.
Review and select count technology type to
implement bicycle counting. Pneumatic tubes
or inductive loops are recommended for
automated bicycle counting equipment and
integrating other data such as GRIDSMART or
Strava Metro.
Select key locations for counting devices (see
Appendix B for recommended Count Locations).
Recruit volunteers for peak hours counts at key
locations that cover more areas than the count
equipment.

Transportation &
Engineering

Implementable,
Aligned

Consider creation of bicycle parking programs
or regulations for public right of way, including
maintenance and installation costs. Improving
bicycle parking will encourage more people
to bicycle to errands, events, work, and
school by bicycle. The County should develop
a comprehensive bicycle parking plan to
address bicycle parking needs and other endof-trip facility needs around the County. The
bicycle parking plan should include locations,
amenities, and materials for an educational
campaign.

Planning &
Zoning, Road
& Bridge,
Transportation &
Engineering

Safe, Healthy,
Multimodal

Number

Priority Policy Action

Improve data
collection through
ongoing programs and
partnerships.
5.03

5.04
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Description

Responsibility

Plan Goals
Addressed

5.05

Support and expand the JeffCo Safe Routes to
School (SRTS) program. Build upon the existing
Jefferson County Safe Routes to Schools efforts
that identify projects, programs, and events.
Provide support for community champions
pursuing SRTS grants. Establish internal
guidance for minimum project size for the
County to oversee project management and
delivery.

Transportation &
Engineering

Safe, Healthy

5.06

Create and distribute a Bicycle Education Kit.
Develop an education kit for public events,
festivals, neighborhood meetings, etc. that
emphasizes bicycling. Topics may include rules
of the road, local bicycling events, lists of bicycle
shops, schools that participate in the Safe
Routes to School, recreational bicycling routes,
and motorist awareness educational materials.

Public Health,
Transportation
& Engineering, JC
Sheriff

Safe, Healthy

Coordinate bicycle education kit with
community partners, including Bike JeffCo,
Sherriff’s office, public health partners, the
county SRTS program, and others. Partner
with DRCOG and West Corridor TMA on bicycle
commuter encouragement efforts.

Jefferson County
Sheriff

Safe, Inclusive

5.08

Create a bicycle-focused education program for
Traffic Enforcement Officers to improve traffic
enforcement of travel behavior. Focus on areas
with the greatest risk and/or injury severity to
address dangerous behaviors and locations.
Use existing crash data to inform areas of focus.
Partner with the Jefferson County Sheriff’s
Department.

Jefferson
County Sheriff,
Transportation &
Engineering

Inclusive, Safe

5.09

Jefferson County Transportation & Engineering
will meet with Bike Jeffco a minimum of every 6
months to discuss cicyling infrastructure, safety,
and enjoyment.

Jefferson County
Transportation &
Engineering

Inclusive

Number

5.07

Priority Policy Action

Improve bicycle-related
education and safety
through ongoing
programs and outreach
events.

Program Spotlight: Create and Implement a Bicycle Count Program (5.03)
Currently, Jefferson County has no standardized or recurring method for bicycle counts that may assist the County
in identifying parts of the network that are heavily used or underutilized. The County should create and implement
a bicycle count program by expanding count technology (such as pneumatic tubes or inductive loops), completing a
comprehensive review of available data, and setting actionable steps to integrate data into transportation projects.
Upon establishment of a recurring count methodology, staff may recruit volunteers to aid in data collection at key
destinations and corridors around the County.
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The Implementation Strategy
This chapter describes the types of projects, prioritization process, planning-level opinions of probable cost, and funding
strategies to create a comfortable and connected bicycle network throughout Jefferson County. The implementation
plan provides direction for the County to focus its resources and pursue funding opportunities systematically. The
prioritization methodology shows which projects will serve the most users and provide the most connectivity through
an equity lens. This Plan also recognizes the opportunistic nature in which projects may be completed with resurfacing
or adjacent corridor projects. For this reason, this Plan considers two different types of projects which will require
strategies toward implementation:
1. Operations & Maintenance projects will likely occur
with ongoing repaving and resurfacing projects.
This can include reconfiguration of existing roadway
space, lane narrowing, installation of traffic calming
treatments, and the addition of regulatory and wayfinding
signs.
Some projects in this category may require independent
planning efforts, including public engagement, traffic
analysis, and detailed design work, but can still
be implemented within the regular Operations &
Maintenance program.

Pierce Street Buffered Bicycle Lanes is an example of an
Operations & Maintenance project that only entailed signing
and striping changes.

2. Major projects will require exclusive funding for
planning, design, and construction.
Major capital projects require more advance capital
planning and design work and often entail seeking grants
or other specialized funding sources, although some
could be accommodated with funds from the annual
Capital Improvement Program (CIP) budget. Almost all
major projects will require public engagement, traffic
analysis, and detailed design work.

Major projects may entail full-depth reconstruction of the
roadway.
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Prioritization Framework

Due to funding constraints, implementation of the bicycle network will occur in phases. The prioritization framework
provides a data-driven process of determining project impact, or what projects will improve the bicycle network most
effectively, and assist the county in obtaining grant funds. Jefferson County evaluated projects using the National
Cooperative Highway Research Program (NCHRP) ActiveTrans Priority Tool with criteria based on this Plan’s goals and
data availability. Each criterion included a data-driven measure to compare and rank projects accordingly.
Table 9: Prioritization Criteria & Measures
Criteria

Measure
Destinations served

Connectivity

Schools served
Connectivity to existing bicycle facilities
Connectivity to proposed bicycle facilities

Demand
Equity

People served
Jobs served
Zero-vehicle households served
Low-income households served

Given the differences in intended users, the prioritization process evaluated the Plains Bicycle Network and Mountains
Bicycle Network separately. The following tables (Table 10 - Table 11) summarize the top ten priority projects for Major
projects. Operations & Maintenance projects were excluded from the prioritization process as those projects will occur
when the associated roadway is slated for improvements. Similarly, the County will not ignore unranked projects in this
prioritization if an opportunity arises to complete a proposed Major Network facility. A detailed methodology, full list of
prioritized and Operations & Maintenance projects, and planning-level cost estimates is in Appendix E.
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Table 10: Top 10 Major Plains Bicycle Network Projects
Priority

Project ID

Corridor

Extents

Primary Facility
Type

Cost Estimate1

1

P57B

Garrison St

Field St - Carr St

Bicycle Lane

$39,000

2

P39B

Carr St

Chatfield Ave - Sobey Ave

Bicycle Lane

$31,200

3

P21B

Moss St

Golden Rd - Colfax Ave

Buffered Bicycle Lane

$51,500

4

P58

Golden Rd

County Line - Indiana St

Shared-Use Path

$1,027,400

5

P76

Pierce St

Bowles Ave - Coal Mine Ave

Buffered Bicycle Lane

$167,800

6

P3

Indiana St North

Ellsworth Ave - 4th Ave

Bicycle Lane

$11,800

7

P12

32nd Ave

McIntyre St - I-70

Bicycle Lane

$61,300

8

P61

Isabell Trail Connection

Denver West Pkwy - Isabell St

Shared-Use Path

$91,500

9

P46

Cross Dr / Long Dr

Bowles Ave - Bowles Ave

Buffered Bicycle Lane

$56,300

10

P84

Wadsworth

110th Ave - 92nd Ave

Bicycle Lane

$377,700

Table 11: Top 10 Major Mountains Bicycle Network Projects
Priority

Project ID

Corridor

Extents

Primary Facility
Type

Cost Estimate

1

M50

Tanoa Rd / Bergen Peak Dr

Stagecoach Blvd – John Wallace
Rd

Shared Roadway with
Spot Improvements

$128,000

2

M35

Quincy Ave

Turkey Creek Rd – Belleview Ave

Shared-Use Path

$602,000

3

M44

SH 74, Upper Bear Creek Rd

Hwy 73 – Evergreen Pkwy

Shared-Use Path

$480,800

4

M3

Belleview Ave

Willow Wood Dr – Quincy Ave

Bicycle Lane

$233,800

5

M56

Valley Rd / Ken Caryl Ave

C-470 – Deer Creek Canyon Rd

Buffered Bicycle Lane

$947,200

6

M47

SR 103
(formerly Squaw Pass Rd)

County Line – Evergreen Pkwy

Paved Shoulder

$276,900

7

M28

Meadow Dr

Douglas Park Rd – SH 74

Shared-Use Path

$788,800

8

M19B

Grapevine Rd

US 40 – 1100 Grapevine Rd

Paved Shoulder /
Shared Roadway with
Spot Improvements

$364,000

9

M59

US285 Conifer Connection

Hwy 73 – Foxton Rd

Paved Shoulder

$136,300

10

M42B

S Turkey Creek Rd

Hwy 285 – Hilldale Dr

Paved Shoulder

$286,500

1 Opinions of probable cost were developed by identifying major-pay items and establishing approximate quantities to determine a rough
order of magnitude cost. Additional pay items have been assigned approximate lump sum prices based on a percentage of the anticipated
construction cost. Planning-level cost opinions include a 20% contingency to cover items that are undefined or are typically unknown early
in the planning phase of a project. Unit costs are based on 2022 dollars and were assigned based on historical cost data from the Colorado
Department of Transportation. Cost opinions do not include easement and right-of-way acquisition; permitting, inspection, or construction
management; traffic control; engineering, surveying, geotechnical investigation, environmental documentation, special site remediation,
escalation, or the cost for ongoing maintenance. A cost range has been assigned to certain general categories such as utility relocations;
however, these costs can vary widely depending on the exact details and nature of the work. The overall cost opinions are intended to be
general and used only for planning purposes. Construction costs will vary based on the ultimate project scope, actual site conditions and
constraints, schedule, and economic conditions at the time of construction.
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Map 9: Priority Projects & Implementation Actions (Northwest)
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Map 10: Priority Projects & Implementation Actions (Northeast)
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Map 11: Priority Projects & Implementation Actions (Southwest)
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Map 12: Priority Projects & Implementation Actions (Southeast)
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Funding Strategies

Strategically selecting funding opportunities for the network will support the buildout in the most effective manner.
Funding can come from various sources: local, state, and federal government, private or nonprofit organizations, or
in conjunction with other projects with developers, transit agencies, or special districts. This section details potential
funding sources.
Table 12: Potential Funding Sources & Mechanisms
Funding Source or Mechanism
Impact fees: Paid by developers to support improvements necessary to mitigate growth impacts associated with
their projects.
Local Funding

Concurrent projects: Jefferson County projects that are happening in conjunction with the capital improvement
plan or other bicycle-specific projects.
Local Improvement Districts: Other public and private entities such as public improvement districts, park and
recreation districts, metro districts, and school districts/education centers.
FASTER Safety Program: To support construction, reconstruction, or maintenance of projects to enhance the
safety of a state highway, county road, or city street. This program is administered by CDOT.

State Funding

FASTER Transit Grants: Can be used for bicycle amenities or connections that support transit projects. These
grants are administered by CDOT regional offices.
Multimodal Transportation Options Fund: A source created in 2018 to support state and local multimodal
projects through fiscal year 2023. While the initial application is past, this may re-open in coming years.
Urbanized Area Formula: For transit capital and operating assistance in urbanized areas and for transportationrelated planning. These grants funds can be used to improve bicycle access to transit stations. This grant is
administered by the Federal Transit Administration (FTA).
Capital Investment Grant (CIG): For transit capital investments, including heavy rail, commuter rail, light rail,
streetcars, and bus rapid transit. These grants funds can be used to improve bicycle access to transit stations. This
grant is administered by the FTA.
USDOT Discretionary Grants: The US Department of Transportation administers several discretionary programs
to fund local projects, such as RAISE and INFRA.
Highway Safety Improvement Program (HSIP): To achieve a significant reduction in traffic fatalities and serious
injuries on all public roads. This is a Federal program administered by CDOT

Federal Funding

Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality Improvement (CMAQ) Program: For transportation projects designed
to reduce traffic congestion and improve air quality, particularly in areas of the country that do not attain national
air quality standards. In the Denver region, these funds are provided to CDOT and distributed through DRCOG.
Surface Transportation Block Grant (STBG) Program: For projects to preserve and improve the conditions and
performance on any Federal-aid highway, bridge and tunnel projects on any public road, pedestrian and bicycle
infrastructure, and transit capital projects, including intercity bus terminals. In the Denver region, these funds are
provided to CDOT and distributed through DRCOG.
Safe Routes to School (SRTS): For infrastructure improvements, enforcement, tools, safety education, and
incentives to encourage walking and bicycling to school. This grant is a Federal program administered by CDOT.
Transportation Alternatives Program (TAP): TAP provides funding for programs and projects defined as
transportation alternatives, including on- and off-road pedestrian and bicycle facilities, infrastructure projects
for improving non-driver access to public transportation and enhanced mobility, community improvement
activities, and environmental mitigation; recreational trail program projects; and projects for planning, designing,
or constructing boulevards and other roadways largely in the right-of-way of former Interstate System routes or
other divided highways.
The Conservation Fund: The Green Infrastructure program provides loans for bicycle and pedestrian facility land
acquisition.

Private / Non-Profit
Funding

Kaiser Permanente Grants: For projects that advance health equity, increase access to healthcare, promote
physical activity and access to healthy food, and support mental health.
People for Bikes Grants: For bicycle infrastructure projects and targeted advocacy initiatives that make it easier
and safer for people of all ages and abilities to bicycle.
Community Impact Grant: To help develop and revitalize parks, trails, schoolyards, fairgrounds, environmental
education facilities, and other outdoor projects important to your Colorado community. This grant is administered
by GOCO.

Other Funding

Partnering with other agencies on projects, such as CDOT, Regional Transportation District (RTD), or adjacent
communities.
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What’s Next?

THE IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGY

As Jefferson County embarks on this next phase of bicycling, delivering these transformative investments and
expanding bicycling to the wide population of people living, working, and playing in the County will require a
collaborative and continued effort by staff, stakeholders, and partners. By expanding comfortable and inclusive
infrastructure, adopting supportive policy, and making investments in continued maintenance, operations, and
programming, the County can unlock bicycling as a a more inclusive recreational option and a functional mobility choice.

Bicycling in Jefferson County.
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Appendix A: Public Engagement Summary
To develop an update to the Bicycle Plan that is equitable
and reflective of the diverse needs of Jefferson County’s
residents, visitors, and stakeholders, the project team
developed a Public Engagement Plan to engage not just
those already bicycling and confident riding on Jefferson
County roadways, but those who are interested in
bicycling and currently do not. The project team actively
sought out voices of people often excluded from public
processes and decision-making including people of color,
non-English-speaking people, children, older adults,
people with disabilities, and people inexperienced with
using technology for civic engagement. Additionally,
public engagement activities were designed to comply
with County public health guidance during the COVID-19
pandemic, which for nearly all activities required virtual
engagement modules and strategies.

Internal Advisory Team

Composed of staff from across Jefferson County
departments—including Transportation & Engineering,
Road & Bridge, Planning & Zoning, Public Health, Open
Space, Public Affairs, Equity, Diversity, & Inclusion (EDI),
and Jefferson County Sheriff’s Office—the Internal
Advisory Team was engaged at intervals throughout the
project to give input and guidance, review draft products,
and shape the Plan. These meetings occurred at the
following dates:

•

July 20, 2021 — The IAT convened alongside the
EAT to review the Existing Conditions section of
the Plan and to promote upcoming engagement
opportunities including open house meetings and
an online map survey.

•

January 19, 2021 — The IAT convened to begin
reviewing the Draft Bicycle Plan.

Composed of representatives from jurisdictions within
and surrounding Jefferson County, as well as major
stakeholders such as the local park and recreation
districts, the Regional Transportation District (RTD),
Jefferson County Public Schools and Public Library, the
Denver Regional Council of Governments (DRCOG),
the National Renewal Energy Laboratory (NREL), and
advocacy organizations such as Bike Jeffco, Denver
Regional Mobility and Access Council, and Bicycle
Colorado, the EAT convened to provide input at key
intervals during the planning process.

To inform Plan development at regular intervals, the
project team identified stakeholders for participation in
the Internal Advisory Team (IAT) and External Advisory
Team (EAT). These groups included staff from Jefferson
County departments and incorporated jurisdictions,
parks and recreation departments, advocacy groups,
community partners, and non-profit organizations.

April 12, 2021 — The IAT convened to kick off the
planning process and assist in generating the Plan
vision.

October 26 & November 1, 2021 — The IAT
convened twice to discuss policy and program
recommendations and current maintenance
practices.

External Advisory Team

Stakeholder Engagement

•

•

A-2

•

May 26, 2021 — The EAT convened to kick off their
engagement, discuss goals and priorities, and
introduce Existing Conditions findings.

•

July 20, 2021 — The EAT convened alongside the
IAT to learn about the Existing Conditions review
and be invited to promote the online map survey.

•

April 5, 2022 – The EAT convened to provide
feedback on the Draft Bicycle Plan. The EAT was
able to utilize all other engagement efforts during
the Draft Bicycle Plan public comment period.
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Public Engagement

were promoted via flyers sent out to Jefferson County
Public Schools, Public Library, and County buildings and
newsletter. Additionally, the open houses were advertised
on the County’s social media pages and other web-based
platforms. Eleven people attended the first open house
and 13 attended the second.

Phase 1: “Tell Us About Bicycling in
Jefferson County
Project Webpage

During the open house meetings, the project team
presented a short slide presentation on the Plan goals
and timeline. Participants were then presented Zoombased poll questions related to their individual comfort
with bicycling and preferences for different types of
bicycle infrastructure. Finally, participants were invited
to ask questions and provide comments both vocally
and in the chat feature to ensure those interested had
the opportunity to engage. Below is a summary of input
received during the two open houses:

At the inception of updating the Bicycle Plan, Jefferson
County staff created a project webpage on the County’s
website to post project updates and engagement
opportunities throughout the project lifecycle. Hosted
at https://www.jeffco.us/2867/Bicycle-Plan-Update, the
webpage served as a resource for public information,
posting project materials, meeting links, and online
engagement opportunities.

Open Houses
Comments & Questions (Aug. 3):

In the summer of 2021, the project team planned,
promoted, and hosted two virtual open houses. The
intent of these meetings was to educate community
members on the Bicycle Plan’s goals and timeline and to
provide an opportunity for input on how bicycling can
be promoted and enhanced in Jefferson County. Open
houses were planned for August 3, 2021, at 7 p.m. and
August 5, 2021, at 5 p.m.. Meeting times were planned
strategically to allow the community –especially families
and people with varying work hours—to select a time
that best suited their schedules. The open houses

•

Will the plan include areas inside of cities but
not incorporated? (e.g., Green Gables within
Lakewood).

•

One participant recommended bicycle pull-offs
on mountain roads to manage conflicts and
stressed the importance of maintenance.

•

Jefferson County roadways interface with city/
town roadways, most of which have their own
bicycle plans. Will the Jefferson County Bicycle
Plan be working with these cities and towns to
collaborate on a cohesive plan? If so, how?

•

Bike Jeffco expressed support for replacing “Share
the Road” signs with “Bikes May Use Full Lane”
and “3 Feet to Pass” signs in Mountains network.

•

A participant asked: how is Jefferson County going
to differentiate e-bikes that go over a certain
speed from bicycles and motorcycles?

•

Finally, a participant stressed need for outreach
to non-bicyclists to be inclusive and asked that the
LTS map be posted.

Poll Questions & Responses (Aug. 3):
Participants were asked the following three questions as
Zoom polls.
1. Of the Four Types of Bicyclists (refer to page 15 of
the Plan for an explanation of these types), which
type of rider do you feel most like?

A-3
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71% as Confident; 12% identified as Interested but
Concerned; 12% as Fearless; 1 person as No Way,
No How.

How.
2. Which of [bicycle] facilities would you feel
comfortable using?
•
73% in Shared-Use Paths; 55% in Bike Lanes, and
45% in Shared Lanes and Wide Shoulders.

2. Which of [bicycle] facilities would you feel
comfortable using?
•
69% in Separated Bike Lanes and Wide Shoulders;
63% on Shared-Use Paths; 50% in Bike Lanes, and
38% in Shared Lanes.

3. Which of these [policies or programs] might
encourage you to ride more?
•
80% supported motorist awareness & education,
70% supported maintenance and snow clearance,
40% supported maps & bicyclist resources, and
20% support bicycle skills education.

3. Which of these [policies or programs] might
encourage you to ride more?
•
70% supported maintenance and snow clearance;
50% supported Motorist Awareness & Education
and Maps & Rider Resources; 30% like Bike Skills
Education; and 10% like Encouragement Events.

Online Map Survey
To allow residents and visitors of Jefferson County to
provide detailed comments about roadways throughout
the County and their experiences bicycling, the project
team created and hosted an online map survey. The
survey included a short protocol of demographic
questions about participants, and then map features
to allow users to place comment pins at their home, at
destinations throughout the County, and at locations
where users felt that they encountered barriers to
bicycling. The online map survey was hosted on the
County project webpage, and was promoted through
similar channels as the Open House meetings.
Additionally, the map included a Google Translation
widget to allow users to review and respond in English,
Spanish, Vietnamese, and other languages, as well as an
Accessibility widget to allow users to access and respond
using screen readers.

Comments & Questions (Aug. 5):
•

One participant expressed concern about how
the Plan would lead to implementation and
what funding would be available to deliver
recommended projects. The participant
asked if the Plan could recommend bikeway
implementation as part of scheduled resurfacing?

•

Another participant asked if the County has the
ability to leverage interest in carbon reduction
and traffic reduction to spend serious money on
bicycle infrastructure?

•

A participant asked what is being considered to
add bicycle lanes to roadways like Highway 74 and
Highway 73?

•

Another participant urged adopting a framing
around e-bike use as an opportunity to capture
new bicyclists as opposed to framing e-bikes as a
speed concern.

•

A Bike Jeffco member mentioned the nonprofit
is prioritizing a push to quickly add “Bikes May
Use Full Lane” and “3 Feet to Pass” signage on
Mountains Network roadways, especially those
without shoulders.

Poll Questions & Responses (Aug. 5):
Participants were asked the following the same three
questions as Zoom polls.

612 unique users responded to the survey. The online
map received 1,324 geocoded pin comments about
barriers to bicycling (748 responses) and destinations
(576 responses) where people either currently bicycle
to or would like to access via bicycle. Additionally, 255

1. Of the Four Types of Bicyclists, which type of rider
do you feel most like?
•
44% identified as Interested but Concerned; 33%
as Confident; 22% as Fearless; 0 as No Way, No
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respondents gave their home location, which enable
origin-destination analysis. Maps 1 and 2 display where
respondents placed comment pins.
Map 1: Online map survey responses of destinations where people would like to bicycle.

Map 2: Online map survey responses of traffic and infrastructure barriers to bicycling.

The information received from the survey map
was compiled and used to assist the project team
in the development of the Plains and Mountains
Networks. Reference Chapter 3 to review Network
recommendations.
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Focus Group Outreach

Comments & Questions (March 29, 2022):
The following feedback was provided by members of the
public during the March 29th Open House meeting. The
discussion centered on proposed facility types associated
with the Plains and Mountains network recommendations
outlined in the draft Jefferson County Bicycle Plan.
Discussion topics included facility components that would
encourage or discourage bicycle riding.

Finally, the project team attempted to conduct focus
groups to augment the online and Open House
engagement and worked with the Jefferson County Public
Library and Office of Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion
to recruit participants in the fall of 2021. However,
the outreach efforts received only a few interested
participants, so the team made the decision to forgo the
focus groups and reach out to those interested people
individually. Of those, none chose to meet with the
project team individually or as a group to discuss Plan
details.

Plains
Shared-use paths: While meeting participants expressed
general support for shared-use paths based on level of
comfort, several had concerns regarding maintenance,
conflicts with other path users, and required lower
speeds for bicyclists.

Phase 2: Draft Plan Review
The feedback received during phase one of the Bicycle
Plan update informed changes made to the Plan
Networks and proposed programs and policies to create a
draft Bicycle Plan. A second phase of engagement began
on March 23, 2022, to provide residents and visitors
with an opportunity to review the Plan and contribute
feedback.

Buffered bicycle lanes: Participants supported the
buffered bicycle lane design and felt they were great
for long-distance bicycle travel but may need greater
education on how to properly navigate the facility type.
Bicycle lanes: Bicycle lanes were supported by
participants for improving connectivity but require
regular maintenance or are unusable. Design of bicycle
lanes where interactions with parked vehicles may be
high need greater consideration.

Draft Plan Comments
The draft of the Bicycle Plan was posted to the County’s
project webpage on March 23, 2022, for a four-week
comment period ending on April 18, 2022. During this
time, the Bicycle Plan Update webpage was the most
viewed Transportation & Engineering webpage with 340
unique visits and several others visits from external links.
Community members, visitors, and stakeholders were
invited to provide input on the draft Plan utilizing several
forms of engagement. These engagement opportunities
were intended to cater to anyone who was interested,
regardless of anticipated time commitment, and are
outlined below.

Neighborhood bikeways: Neighborhood bikeways were
both supported and questioned as a facility type. Some
found that shared roadways environment to be catered
to the “strong and fearless” bicycle typology. Others
had concerns that neighborhood bikeways often have
consistent stop signs, making travel difficult for bicyclists.
While some felt the facility type is more welcoming of
bicyclists and aligns with a low-stress network, one
questioned the value they add.
Maintenance: Maintenance was mentioned as a major
contributor to encouraging more people to bicycle.
Bicycle infrastructure with debris, potholes, and snow
deter consistent use of the bicycle network.

Virtual Open House Meetings (Second Phase)
The two open house meetings, held on March 29, 2022, at
5:30 p.m. and April 14, 2022, at 7:00 p.m., were scheduled
for 90 minutes to provide the community with a high-level
overview of the Plan and receive feedback. The second
phase of Open House meetings had fewer participants
than the first phase, with only 12 participants attending
the March 29 meeting and 6 participants attending the
meeting on April 14. Comments provided are detailed
below and responses to these comments can be found on
“Plan Comments” on page A-8.

Continuity: A continuous and connected bicycle network
was considered important to participants. A gap in
bicycle infrastructure along a segment of busy roadway is
enough to discourage bicycling.
Electric-assist bicycles: E-bikes were considered a
tool to help unlock bicycling as a more viable form of
transportation and participants requested the Plan
consider future demands of e-bikes in the bicycle network.
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Safety: A participant suggested staff focus bicycle
infrastructure on areas where bicycle crashes have
occurred.

Mountains
Spot treatments and sharing the road: Participants
found driving with bicyclists on mountain corridors to
be challenging. Few safe passing opportunities cause
frustration, but spot treatments appear to be a solution
to these concerns. Rumble strip spot treatments were
also supported as a method to better inform bicyclists
if motorists are encroaching the bicycle lane. Spot
treatments that encourage lower vehicular speeds was
also supported.

Mountains
Paved shoulders: Participants supported paved shoulders
and suggested narrowing travel lanes to accommodate
them.
Rumble strips: Rumble strips were both encouraged
and discouraged by participants. Some felt they could
create hazards for bicyclists, especially when wet or filled
with debris, while others felt they were an important
component to bicycle safety by alerting motorists when
they begin to encroach into a paved shoulder.

Continuity: A continuous and connected bicycle network
was considered important to participants.
Cross-jurisdictional facilities and collaboration: A
participant felt greater clarity was needed on how
state roadways interact with Jefferson County facilities.
Another participant wanted to understand how the Plan
integrates with neighboring jurisdictions.

Spot treatments: Spot treatments were supported by
participants because they can alleviate pressure on
bicyclists in a shared roadway environment.
Funding: A participant felt it was important to get the best
treatment implemented that is financially feasible.

Comments & Questions (April 14, 2022):
The following feedback was provided by members of the
public during the April 14th Open House meeting. The
discussion centered on proposed facility types associated
with the Plains and Mountains network recommendations
outlined in the draft Jefferson County Bicycle Plan.
Discussion topics included facility components that would
encourage or discourage bicycle riding.

Design: Participants suggested the County explore
new facilities and technologies such as green paint and
advisory bicycle lanes on corridors where bicycle volumes
may exceed vehicular volumes.

Office Hours
Office hours were held by County project managers each
Wednesday from March 30 to April 13, 2022, between
12:00 p.m. and 1:00 p.m. to provide those interested with
an opportunity to provide feedback or ask questions.

Plains
Shared-use paths and buffered bicycle lanes: Participants
preferred shared-use paths and buffered bicycle
lanes as a high-comfort facility but had concerns over
maintenance.

Only two people attended the office hours and provided
comments on network recommendations. These
recommendations were incorporated into the proposed
network.

Bicycle lanes: A participant preferred bicycle lanes as both
a bicyclists and motorist because the facility provides a
dedicated space to ride and keeps bicyclists out of the
travel lane to reduce frustration and conflict.

Survey

Education: Participants felt greater education for roadway
users was necessary to better inform where bicyclists are
allowed to operate.

An online survey was posted to get feedback on proposed
facility types and on what facility types to prioritize.
There were 66 individual survey responses. Responses
to comments are available on page A-12. Graphics below
highlight facility preference and where respondents felt
the County should prioritize resources.

Network recommendations: Participants provided
additional network recommendations, including buffering
additional bicycle lanes and creating greater access to
Open Space trail networks.

One survey question asked how comfortable respondents
would feel bicycling on, or driving with, different
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proposed facilities. As seen below, shared-use paths are
the preferred facility for providing high comfort for both
bicyclists and motorists alike.

facility recommendations. Those that were determined
feasible and add value to the Bicycle Plan network, such
as improving connectivity and access, were incorporated
into their respective network map: Mountains or Plains.
Interactive Engagement Map comments that needed
greater explanation or were not incorporated can be
viewed below in Comment Summaries.

Figure 1: “How comfortable would you feel bicycling on
each of the following facility types...?” (1-5 scale)
100%

Most
Comfortable

75%

Comment Summaries

Somewhat
Comfortable

50%

Comments received during the second phase of public
engagement were reviewed and compiled by the project
team. All comments were summarized into common
themes and responses provided detailing what action, if
any, was taken. Comments are organized based on which
resource was used to provide feedback.

25%

0

Shared-Use
Paths

Buffered
Bicycle
Lanes

Bicycle Neighborhood Paved
Lanes
Bikeways
Shoulders

Shared
Roadways

Least
Comfortable

Recommendations made that were incorporated directly
into the Plan did not constitute a comment response.
Some responses were provided on incorporated
feedback, but only when County staff felt a greater
explanation would clarify the rationale associated with
incorporation.

Another question asked respondents to allocate $1,000
to different facility types based on how they believe the
County should prioritize financial resources. As seen
below, respondents prefer the County allocated more
financial resources to shared-use paths, knowing less can
be accomplished over the same period. The lowest-cost
facility, neighborhood bikeways, was preferred to create
greater connections as it accounts for 32% of miles to be
achieved with preferred funding allocation .

Plan Comments
Several comments were received regarding bicycle facility
design, including concerns related to door zones, high
turnover parking areas, and congested shared-use paths.
While this bike plan assigns facility types to roadways,
the final design of a facility will incorporate contextual
aspects of a particular roadway segment. For example,
locations where high on-street parking utilization could
result in buffers to provide space between parked
vehicles and the bicycle lane to avoid “dooring”; high
turnover parking areas could require parked vehicles
act as the buffer between bicyclists and motor-vehicle
traffic; and shared-use paths that begin experiencing high
volumes of both bicyclists and pedestrians could warrant
path striping and signage to designate space for differing
uses. While it is anticipated that a few of these conditions
exist in unincorporated Jefferson County, design options
are available utilizing guidance from the American
Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials
(AASHTO), the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA),
and the National Association of City Transportation
Officials (NACTO). A short description of congested
shared-use path design was added to the Facility Toolbox
in the Plan, but other design concerns were not due to
the myriad roadway variables possible. Locations where

Table 1: “If you had $1,000 to spend on bicycle
facilities…?”
Shared-Use
Paths
($50/mi)

Bicycle Lanes
($10/mi)

Neighborhood
Bikeways
($5/mi)

% Dollars

58%

21%

16%

% Mileage

12%

21%

32%

Interactive Engagement Map
To provide the residents, visitors, and stakeholders
of Jefferson County with an opportunity to contribute
detailed comments about the proposed bicycle network
and facility types, the project team created and hosted
an online map. The online map was hosted on the County
Bicycle Plan Update webpage and was promoted through
similar channels as the Open House meetings. To ensure
the map was inclusive, regardless of language spoken, the
map included a Google Translation widget to allow users
to review and respond in English, Spanish, Vietnamese,
and other languages, as well as an Accessibility widget to
allow users to access and respond using screen readers.
Several comments were received requesting additional
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greater design consideration may be required could result
in a dedicated public engagement effort to ensure facility
design aligns with community goals.

Several concerns were raised regarding maintenance of
bicycle facilities and the importance of keeping facilities
clear of debris to ensure bicycle safety and ensure easy,
consistent use of the bicycle network. While maintenance
comes in a variety of forms, all are cost intensive. Without
dedicated funding to support the maintenance of all
bicycle facilities, consistent maintenance will remain a
challenge. Identifying potential maintenance solutions
to address these concerns will need to be explored in
greater detail as proposed in the Maintenance section in
Chapter 4.

Comments were received regarding bicycle-related
crashes and hazards associated with rumble strips as
a treatment in the Mountains network. While some
mentioned they supported the use of rumble strips
to improve Mountain network safety, others feel they
present a potential hazard for bicyclists. Rumble strips
are an effective countermeasure to reduce head-on and
run off-road right/left motor vehicle crashes, and they are
a treatment that the County uses where there is a pattern
of these types of crashes. If rumble strips adjacent to
bicycle facilities are identified as the best mitigation
measure, gaps will be provided to allow bicyclists to exit
the bicycle facility. Finally, all bicycle-related crashes will
be analyzed when planning and designing for future
bicycle infrastructure and measures will be taken where
necessary and feasible.

One question arose regarding the flexibility of proposed
facilities. While flexibility exists in what infrastructure
is implemented, major projects identified in the Plan,
specifically high-cost facilities such as shared-use paths,
will likely require grant funds which are more challenging
to obtain if the facility pursuing funds is not in an adopted
plan. Adopted plans highlight support for proposed
projects and reduce uncertainty associated with the
project. The County will do its best to implement the plan
and recommended facilities therein.

A few comments were received regarding the use of
“Bikes May Use Full Lane” and “3 Feet to Pass” signage
associated with the shared roadway and neighborhood
bikeway facility recommendations. The Federal Highways
Administration (FHWA) is in the process of updating the
Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD).
Because Jefferson County abides by MUTCD and the “3
Feet to Pass” signage proposed in the Draft MUTCD is
different than the sign shown in the Bicycle Plan, the
graphic in the Bicycle Plan has been changed to align with
the sign expected to be included in the MUTCD update.
A note has been added to the facility within the Toolbox
highlighting the sign may change again if FHWA approves
a different sign type. Several of the signs featured in
the Draft Bicycle Plan currently exist in unincorporated
Jefferson County right of way; those signs will be updated
to align with MUTCD standards when they become
damaged or lose their retro reflectivity.

Several comments suggested the Plan provide greater
detail on rules of the road, electric-assist bicycle
laws, expected bicycle behavior, and other details
associated with bicycle and motorist education. As a
planning document intended to guide County staff on
implementing new infrastructure and exploring policies
and programs to improve roadway conditions for all
modes, staff determined including greater details on
state statutes related to bicycles does not change any
recommendations within the plan, is repetitive of other
resources. To assist in guiding those interested in learning
more about such statutes, a “spotlight” was added to
the Plan directing people to comprehensive resources.
Further, the Plan recommends creating educational
toolkits, which could include information on the policies
and statutes related to bicycling.

One question was received regarding attributes used to
in the Level of Traffic Stress (LTS) analysis as described in
Chapter 2. LTS analysis quantifies the stress experienced
by bicyclists on a roadway segment by examining
common roadway variables like motor-vehicle speed and
volume, number of travel lanes, the presence of on-street
parking, and existing bicycle infrastructure. Additional
variable attributes, such as wind or visibility, were not
used in the analysis as these are difficult to plan and
design for.

Several comments were received regarding the
prioritization of projects and how it impacts
implementation and few respondents requested changes
to the prioritization of specific projects. The methodology
used to create the priority list was a data-driven approach
to determine which projects will have the greatest impact
based on connectivity (access to schools, additional
facilities, and destination), demand (population served),
and equity (low-income and zero-vehicle households). The
prioritization schema is not intended to determine the
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order in which project are implemented, but to improve
staff’s knowledge on potential project impact and to
assist in securing funding. Language in the Plan has been
updated to clarify staff’s approach to the priority list of
projects, but no changes to the prioritization list were
made

to a great number of mountain corridors. Few shareduse paths are recommended in the Mountains network
as they are very costly due to topographical challenges.
Corridors that were not included in this Plan have the
ability to be added during a future Bicycle Plan update
when resources may be more readily available.

Several comments regarding Plan maps suggested
municipal bicycle infrastructure be shown, cities more
clearly identified, and proposed facilities outside right of
way in unincorporated Jefferson County be incorporated,
such as trails in Jefferson County Open Space. These
recommendations were not integrated into the Plan, as
this document is intended to act as a planning device
for facilities within right of way in unincorporated
Jefferson County. The maps within this plan are not
intended to be used as a navigational tool, however
one of the recommendations in the plan is to create a
comprehensive database of existing bicycle facilities
across jurisdictions within Jefferson County, which could
be used to create a bicycle map of all facilities both within
and across jurisdictional boundaries. It is important
to note that all jurisdictional facilities were used in the
creation of the Plains and Mountains network to inform
appropriate connections.

Map Comments
Several comments were received requesting additional
facility recommendations. Those that were determined
feasible and add value to the Bicycle Plan network, such
as improving connectivity and access, were incorporated
into their respective network map: Mountains or Plains.
Some corridors, such as 54th Avenue east of Easley
Road, received comments proposing facilities with a high
level of separation. While some of these connections
were considered to add value to the bicycle network,
the suggested facility was not deemed feasible, so a
facility was added that is consistent with overall Plan
recommendations. Comments received that were not
resolved by incorporating into network recommendations
are summarized below and with action responses from
Jefferson County staff.
Recommendations were requested at several locations
outside of unincorporated Jefferson County and were
therefore not included in network recommendations. Any
recommended facilities in incorporated communities or
adjacent counties were compiled and forwarded to their
respective jurisdictions. This includes proposed facilities
in Town of Morrison, Broomfield County, and Boulder
County.

One comment requested advisory bicycle lanes be added
to the Facility Toolbox and another requested the use
of new technologies. Additionally, new technologies can
provide solutions to design challenges and should be
explored. To account for potential future opportunities
to test unique facilities and emerging technologies, a
“pilot project” facility has been added to the Facility
Toolbox that provides staff with greater opportunity to
temporarily install facilities to study their effectiveness,
receive community feedback, and determine if the facility
should remain in the network.
Few comments questioned the omission of protected
bicycle lanes within the Plains network recommendations.
While staff generally supports such infrastructure, County
resources are limited, and this facility type would create
maintenance challenges too difficult for the County
overcome at this time. C Corridors where buffered bicycle
lanes were considered were added to the network as
shared-use paths, as this is often considered the most
comfortable facility for the targeted Interested but
Concerned audience.
One comment suggested shared-use paths be added

Many suggestions on the proposed network requested
bicycle lanes or paved shoulders instead of the current
proposal for shared-use paths. These corridors were
not changed within the network recommendation maps,
but instead, an additional description was added to the
shared-use path facility type in the Mountains and Plains
Toolbox. This description highlights those corridors where
shared-use paths are proposed will be considered for
additional on-street facilities, such as bicycle lanes or
paved shoulders, as an interim facility until shared-use
paths are eligible for funding.
One comment requested a proposed facility be upgraded
from paved shoulders to a shared use path for improved
access to nearby elementary and middle schools in
Conifer. Due to the high cost of this facility type and the
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relatively low population impact, this change was not
incorporated into the Plan. Because these roadways have
proposed facilities in the Bicycle Plan, they are eligible for
other funding opportunities, specifically Safe Routes to
School, and facilities can be upgraded in the application
for this funding.

Few comments requested intersection enhancements
to provide better visibility of bicyclists and improve
operations. Because each intersection is different,
the Facility Toolbox provides a high-level “intersection
enhancement” treatment that ensures staff review
intersections where bicycle facilities exist and implement
the best possible intersection-related treatment.
Intersection Enhancements differ from spot treatments
identified in the Plan, as these locations are anticipated to
need greater enhancement than the average intersection,
including under or over passes.

Several comments recognized that proposed shared
roadways in the Mountains network are already
functioning as shared roadways. Legally, aside from
specific segments of highways such as Interstates
70 and 25, all roadways can be utilized by bicyclists.
Corridors currently operating as shared roadways that
have recommendations in the Mountains network are
included in this Plan to upgrade the facility to align with
the Toolbox design standards. Similarly, corridors in the
Plains network that suggest shared-use paths where
sidewalks currently exist are included to upgrade the
facility to the appropriate widths to align with the Toolbox
design standards.
Some comments received questioned changing facility
recommendations along a single roadway in the
Mountains network. For example, Pleasant Park Road is
proposed to have paved shoulder in some segments and
shared roadway with spot treatments in others. Corridors
known to be popular bicycle routes where topographical
barriers make widening a roadway fiscally infeasible were
classified as shared roadways with spot treatments. Spot
treatments are recommended when physical constraints
make widening infeasible, but comfort and safety can
be achieved with focused improvements to provide
motorists with safe passing opportunities and bicyclist
with safe refuge.
One recommendation suggested an at-grade crossing of
Wadsworth at the C-470 bikeway. An at-grade, midblock
crossing at this location presents safety concerns due to
the high vehicular speeds and volumes. There is a gradeseparated underpass nearby and the plan has to the
C-470 bikeway underpass adjacent to West Massey Drive,
those traveling south will have direct access. A shared-use
path proposed to extend from Trailmark Parkway to the
C-470 bikeway would provide improved access for those
traveling north on Wadsworth Boulevard.

One commenter provided support for a facility that was
unintentionally included in proposed facilities within the
Plains. This proposed shared-use path has been removed
from the network recommendation as it remains entirely
within Jefferson County Open Space property and is
identified on their Trails Plan as project number 211.
Additional suggestions were provided that would also be
accounted for in the Trails Plan and, therefore, were also
omitted from proposed connections to this crossing. With
this improvement, bicyclists will be able to access the
C-470 bikeway from the south end of South Wadsworth
Boulevard Service Road and from Trailmark Parkway.
A few comments requested intersection enhancements
to provide better visibility and operations for bicyclists.
Because each intersection is different, the Facility
Toolbox provides a high-level “intersection enhancement”
treatment that ensures staff review intersections
where bicycle facilities exist and implement the best
possible intersection-related treatment. Intersection
Enhancements differ from spot treatments identified
in the Plan, as these locations are anticipated to need
greater enhancement than the average intersection.
One commenter provided support for a facility that was
unintentionally included in proposed facilities within the
Plains. This proposed shared-use path has been removed
from the network recommendation as it remains entirely
within Jefferson County Open Space property and
is identified in the Trails Plan as project number 211.
Additional suggestions were provided that would also
be accounted for in the Trails Plan and, therefore, were
also omitted from this Plan’s network recommendations.
Understanding that stakeholders desire a full network
map of on- and off-street bicycle facilities, the Plan
recommends working with Open Space and other
jurisdictions to create a comprehensive network map
to better visualize the bicycle network, regardless of
jurisdictional boundaries.
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A few comments were received regarding the future
of the “front side” of Lookout Mountain Road, or the
segment connecting the Buffalo Bill Museum and Grave
to the Golden city limits near Bonvue Drive. Due to the
number of interested stakeholders on this corridor,
no additional comments were addressed as greater
engagement will need be conducted to determine the
best outcome for all roadway users.

One question arose asking what responsibilities new
development projects have for implementing bicycle
infrastructure and whether the County has a wayfinding
policy. New developments are required to construct or
provide cash-in-lieu of improvement to the half of the
roadway adjacent to the development site. Jefferson
County has an existing wayfinding guide that creates
consistent messaging regardless of jurisdictional
boundaries. More details can be found in the Jeffco
Regional Bikeways Wayfinding Guide.

One comment was received identifying an error in the
Mountains network map that resulted in an updated
facility. A segment of West Deer Creek Canyon Road
was shown proposing a shared-use path where bicycle
shoulders were suggested.

Few comments were received suggesting bicyclist
be restricted from mountain roadways due to safety
concerns around blind corners and vehicles overtaking
bicyclists. While staff understands that sharing the
roadway with bicyclists can cause frustration and
concern, state law states bicyclists are allowed to operate
on all roadways, except on specific segments of freeway.
The Plan recommends adding bicycle shoulders or
implementing spot treatments that will provide motorists
with safe opportunities to pass. Additional concerns
related to rules of the road will be retained for a future
educational toolkit as recommended by the Plan.

A few comments requested wayfinding signage both
in the Plains and Mountains networks. The corridors
requested are identified in the Jeffco Regional Bikeways
Wayfinding Guide, which provides unincorporated
Jefferson County and the encompassing incorporated
communities, with a methodology to implementing clear
and consistent navigation. Implementation of wayfinding
signage is an on-going project and will be completed as
resources become available.

Survey Comments
One comment suggested special events be required to
encourage and prioritize bicycling as the mode to attend
the event. Staff supports this recommendation, but such
policies are outside of Transportation and Engineering’s
authority. This comment was forwarded to the Planning
and Zoning division for consideration in incorporating into
the Zoning Resolution for special event permits.
Several comments provided different approaches to
bicycle and motorist education including greater testing
requirements for driver’s licenses, providing resources on
sharing the road, and exploring ways to inform motorists
of bicycle behavior (i.e., why a bicyclist might occupy the
center of a lane). While staff agrees with many of the
suggested approaches to education, no action has been
taken at this time. These suggestions will be retained
for future efforts to explore educational toolkits, as
recommended by the Plan.

One comment requested the County prohibit the funding
of bicycle facilities. Currently, few funds are allocated
towards bicycle infrastructure as no dedicated budget
exists. Major Projects identified in the Plan are more
likely to be funded through grants. Additionally, this
recommendation conflicts with the 2022 Jefferson County
Strategic Plan, which states the County will ensure
equitable access to and the expansion of all sustainable
modes of travel. This Plan directly aligns with the goals
identified in the Strategic Plan.
One comment suggested traffic-calming design ideas. This
comment has been retained for future efforts to create a
traffic calming toolkit, as recommended by the Plan.

One comment suggested Safe Routes to School be
programmed more specifically around bicycling to school.
No action was taken in the Plan, as the current Safe
Routes to School program prioritizes making both walking
and bicycling to school safe for students.

One question arose asking how motorists should
approach intersections now that the Safety Stop bill,
which allows bicyclists to treat stop signs as yield signs
and traffic signals as stop signs. Motorists should
not approach an intersection any differently. More
information on the Safety Stop bill can be viewed by
following the resources provided in the Rules of the
Road and Safe Bicycling spotlight in the Jefferson County
Tomorrow: The Bicycle Network section of the Plan.
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Appendix B: State of Bicycling in
Jefferson County
Introduction

To establish an understanding of existing conditions
for bicycling in Jefferson County, the process to develop
the Jefferson County Bicycle Plan update includes a
review and analysis of pertinent information related to
previous plans, existing policies and programs, resident
demographics, and existing infrastructure. Jefferson
County includes 11 cities and towns, as well as 21
unincorporated communities and Census-designated
places along the western edge of the Denver metro
area. While this Plan focuses on improving conditions for
bicycling in unincorporated Jefferson County, this report
describes existing conditions for both unincorporated
and incorporated Jefferson County to ensure a complete
and connected network exists, regardless of jurisdictional
boundaries.

Related Plans, Policies,
and Programs

The tables on the following pages describe related
planning efforts, policies, and programs that are likely
to influence or be influenced by the development of the
Plan. The Plan will seek to build on and complement
county, local, and regional planning efforts and resources.
Based on existing policies and programs, the Plan will
also recommend the evaluation and implementation of
new policies and programs to make bicycling in Jefferson
County more comfortable and more connected.
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Related County Plans
Plan

Description

Broad Goals

Bicycling Related Goals

Capital, Policy, &
Implementation
Recommendations

Jefferson County
Comprehensive
Master Plan (2010,
amended 2020)

The Jefferson County Comprehensive Master Plan (CMP)
guides land use decisions made by the Jefferson County
Planning Commission and Board of County Commissioners.
The CMP will inform the development of the bicycle and
pedestrian network to coordinate transportation decisions
with long-term land use planning.

Countywide Comprehensive
Master Plan primarily focuses
on land use and growth, but
contains transportation goals
and policies for congestion
management and level of
service.

The CMP identifies existing
trail assets in the County, but
does not make specific active
transportation considerations.

N/A

Jefferson County
Bicycle Plan (2012)

The Bicycle Plan (2012) developed a network safe and
convenient on-street and off-street bicycle facilities in
Jefferson County, and offered a blueprint for making
improvements to the County’s bicycle network. The current
effort will update the Bicycle Plan to improve the County’s
bicycle network, providing revised recommendations for a
low-stress bicycling network and programmatic approaches to
encouraging Jefferson County residents and visitors to bicycle.

To identify a bicycling network
and recommend on- and offstreet facilities.

To recommend a connected
countywide bicycling network.

N/A

Jeffco Trails Plan
(2019)

The Jeffco Trails Plan is intended to create an interconnected
and comprehensive system of shared-use that are not within
public rights-of-way in Jefferson County. The proposed trail
network, along with policies, guidelines, and implementation
actions identified in the Trails Plan, will be considered with this
plan update.

The Jeffco Trails Planis
intended to create an
interconnected and
comprehensive system of
trails in Jefferson County.

To establish equitable
access to outdoor recreation
facilities, and to identify trail
connection projects increasing
the County’s trail inventory to
1,100 miles by 2030.

The Trails Plan includes a list
of more than 200 proposed
trails and projects, broken
out by jurisdiction throughout
the County and prioritized
by Safety, Access, and
Connectivity metrics.

Jefferson County
Regional Bikeways
Wayfinding Guide
(2016)

The Jefferson County Regional Bikeways Wayfinding Guide is
a collaborative, multiagency effort to develop a clear visual
language and universal graphic standards to guide residents
and visitors along regional bikeways and to destinations.
The wayfinding guidelines, standards, and network will be
incorporated in this plan’s update.

The Regional Wayfinding
Guide establishes a clear
visual language to guide
people bicycling through the
regional bikeway network and
to destinations.

The Guide seeks to develop
a wayfinding system that is a
core component of a well-used
and intuitive regional bikeway
network.

The Plan provides sign
templates for fabrication and
installation.
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Related Local Plans
Description

Broad Goals

Bicycling Related Goals

Capital, Policy, &
Implementation
Recommendations

The Arvada Bicycle Master Plan is designed to make Arvada a
place where bicycling is a safe, convenient, and efficient option
for every trip, and was approved by City Council in October
2017. The plan is based around Level of Traffic Stress and
connecting more people to the low-stress network by closing
facility gaps.

The Arvada Bicycle Master
Plan sets a vision for the
role of bicycling in city
transportation, and it
identifies policies, programs,
and a low-stress network to
promote bicycling.

The Plan sets the following
goals:
1. Build a connected and
comfortable bicycle network,
2. Create a safe place for all
types of bicyclists to ride,
3. Turn bicycling into a
convenient form of travel for
all trips.

The Plan identifies a 271-mile
bicycle network and prioritizes
ten capital projects with
planning-level cost estimates.

Edgewater Traffic
Calming Mobility Plan
(2019)

The Edgewater Traffic Calming Mobility Plan (2019) is meant
to help the City identify and prioritize transportation
investments to make its roadways safer and more walkable
and bicycleable.

The Plan’s goals are to create
connected and complete
roadways citywide that
promote safety and walkability
by creating an identification
and implementation
framework.

The Plan is primarily focused
on speed reduction and
safety, which will increase
bicycling safety and comfort,
especially on local roadways.

The Plan identifies three
“neighborways,” or calm, lowtraffic roadways that will be
inviting and safe for bicycling.

Evergreen Shared-use
paths Master Plan
(2015)

The Evergreen Shared-use paths Master Plan (2015) details a
network of shared-use paths and on-street bicycle facilities
that link Evergreen’s parks, open space, schools, community
assets, the Evergreen Lake, and downtown Evergreen. This
plan update will incorporate projects identified in the Master
Plan.

The Evergreen Shared-use
paths Master Plan seeks to
identify feasible and fundable
trail projects throughout the
town.

To build support for bicycle,
pedestrian, and trail
connectivity, and catalyze
projects that will increase
mobility and recreation
options for the community.

The Plan identifies a list
of new trail projects and
improvements, along with
planning-level cost estimates
and maintenance guidance.

Golden
Transportation Master
Plan (2020)

The Golden TMP is a strategic document to guide multimodal
transportation decisions citywide.

The core values identified are
“Safe and Connected,” “Livable
and Resilient,” and “Prudent
and Equitable.”

The plan recommends three
bicycle-specific projects, and
suggests the development of a
Bicycle Master Plan.

The plan identifies Ford
and Jackson Roadways
as protected bicycle lane
corridors, and East Street as a
bicycle boulevard.

Lakewood Bicycle
System Master Plan
(2018)

Adopted in 2018, the Lakewood Bicycle System Master Plan
recommends projects and implementation strategies to
expand bicycling throughout the city.

The plan aims to improve
bicycling safety and
connectivity through the 5 E’s
(Education, Encouragement,
Enforcement, Evaluation, and
Engineering).

To build 29 miles of shareduse paths, 35 miles of
bicycle lanes, 48 miles of
shared roadway, and 9 over/
underpasses.

The plan identifies nearly 70
projects for implementation,
with planning-level cost
estimates.

Littleton Bicycle and
Pedestrian Master
Plan (2012)

Adopted in 2012, the Littleton Bicycle and Pedestrian Master
Plan identified existing and proposed bicycling and walking
networks citywide.

To engage the community in a
planning process and identify
implementable on-street
improvements to the bicycling
and walking network.

To improve or expand 2.9
miles of bicycle lanes and 12.6
miles of shared use lanes.

The plan identifies specific
corridors and projects,
but does not include
implementation plans or cost
estimates.

Plan

Arvada Bicycle Master
Plan (2017)
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Bicycling Related Goals

Capital, Policy, &
Implementation
Recommendations

The Comprehensive Plan is meant to articulate a vision for
growth and development in Morrison, and to serve as a guide
for Town staff, as well as the Town Board and commissions.
The Plan includes transportation goals and policy actions.

While cutting across multiple
focus areas, the Plan generally
aims to expand mixed-use
development and promote
economic growth while
preserving Morrison’s eclectic
small town character.

The Plan does not include any
specific bicycling goals for
trip or mode share increases,
but does broadly set a
goal to provide a safe and
efficient road network serving
multimodal access needs.

The Plan includes several
policy actions to encourage
bicycling:
Establish a system of street
standards to accommodate
bicycles, pedestrians, and onstreet parking.
Develop a continuous system
of bicycle/pedestrians
routes to connect to major
destinations
Designate bicycle lanes where
roadway width allows.
Provide separated bicycle/
pedestrian pathways in future
development.
Establish Old Town Morrison
as a bicycle system hub.

The Transportation & Mobility Plan is a 20-year comprehensive
multimodal transportation plan for the city, identifying
goals, project, program, and policy actions, and prioritizing
improvements to transit, bicycling, and walking.

The Plan sets a vision for
an inclusive and equitable
transportation system, with
broad goals such as “Connect,”
“Thrive,” “Protect,” and others
to guide network development
and decisions.

The Plan recommends over 60
miles of new and 15 miles of
upgraded bicycle facilities to
expand the existing network,
prioritizing safe and low-stress
routes.

The plan identifies 11
strategies and more than
40 actions to implement the
plan, as well as a high-level
discussion of funding and
costs.

The 2017 Plan establishes a vision for a complete and
connected network of bicycle facilities and pedestrian
routes, along with recommended policies to support active
transportation.

1. Complete a connected
network of comfortable
bicycle facilities.
2. Create a walkable city
that is comfortable and safe
for residents of all ages and
abilities.
3. Improve connections
between all types of
transportation, especially
transit.
4. Increase access to the
region’s parks, major
destinations, and recreational
opportunities.
5. Create a plan that is
implementable and sensitive
to the Wheat Ridge context.

The plan identifies potential
improvements by bicycle
facility type citywide,
including sidepaths, separated
bicycle lanes, neighborhood
bikeways, and wayfinding.

The plan prioritizes nearly 100
projects for implementation,
with planning-level cost
estimates.

Description

Broad Goals
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Related Regional Plans
Plan

Broad Goals

DRCOG Active
Transportation Plan
(2019)

The DRCOG Active Transportation Plan (2019) is the metro
area’s first regional ATP and identifies a vision, tools, and
projects to support the development of a robust active
transportation network in the Denver region. The plan
update will draw on DRCOG’s vision, tools, and regional active
transportation network in the development of Jefferson
County’s bicycle network and project prioritization.

The Plan identifies objectives
aligning with DRCOG’s
MetroVision, including:
• Reducing crashes and
DRCOG’s Active Transportation
injuries for pedestrians and
Plan is an aspirational plan for
bicyclists,
improving walking, bicycling,
• Increasing bicycling and
and transit across the Denver
walking
region.
• Expanding active
transportation
infrastructure,
• Expanding equitable access
to active corridors.

The Plan does not recommend
projects directly.

DRCOG Taking Action
on Regional Vision
Zero (2020)

DRCOG’s Vision Zero Plan seeks to eliminate traffic fatalities
and serious injuries in Denver’s regional transportation
system by centering transportation planning, design, and
operations around public health, safe access and mobility, and
social equity. These same guiding principles and commitment
to eliminating fatalities and serious injuries for people walking
and biking in Jefferson County will be centered in the update
of this plan.

DRCOG’s Regional Vision
Zero plan sets an area-wide
goal for zero traffic fatalities,
and includes a design
toolbox and policy options
for municipalities in the
DRCOG region to adopt and
implement Vision Zero locally.

The Vision Zero plan
encourages actions to make
bicycling and walking safer,
and prioritizes corridors for
safety countermeasures.

While the plan identifies
a High-Injury Network, it
does not identify projects or
implementation approaches.

DRCOG’s Regional Complete Roadways Toolkit provides
guidance for local governments to plan, design, and
implement Complete Roadways. The guidance provided by
The Toolkit will inform projects identified by the Jefferson
County bicycle plan update.

The Regional Complete
Roadways Guide is a design
toolbox for jurisdictions in
the Denver metro area to
transform their roadways into
Complete Roadways.

The Guide will provide a
typology of street types
throughout the entire Denver
region (including for Jefferson
County), and recommended
design approaches for making
roadways more comfortable
for multimodal use.

N/A

DRCOG Regional
Complete Roadways
Toolkit (2021)
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Relevant Plan Themes
The following table summarizes what plan themes are present in the reviewed documents as they relate to the goals of this Plan (see page 3 of the Plan). In
addition to reviewing for specific Plan Goals such as Inclusivity, Safety, Accessibility, and Mobility (which combines the goals of “Multimodal” and “Connectivity”),
this review also included “Supportive Culture,” or efforts aimed at promoting a encouraging social infrastructure around bicycling, and planning themes that
intersect with bicycling conditions including Economy, Design Guidance, and Land Use.
Plan

Inclusivity

Safety

Jefferson County Comprehensive Master Plan
(2010)
Jefferson County Bicycle Plan (2012)
Jefferson County Shared-use paths Plan (2019)




Supportive
Culture

Accessibility

Mobility











































Lakewood Bicycle System Master Plan (2018)









Littleton Bicycle and Pedestrian Master Plan
(2011)















Edgewater Traffic Calming Mobility Plan (2019)



Evergreen Shared-use paths Plan (2015)
Golden Transportation Master Plan (2020)



Morrison Comprehensive Plan (2015)

Design
Guidance





Arvada Bicycle Plan (2017)

Economy

Land Use











Wheat Ridge Bicycle and Pedestrian Master Plan
Update (2017)













Westminster Transportation & Mobility Plan
(2021)







































Jefferson County Regional Bikeways Wayfinding
Guide (2016)
DRCOG Active Transportation Plan (2019)





DRCOG Vision Zero Plan (2020)





DRCOG Regional Complete Roadways Toolkit
(2021)
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convicted of careless driving that causes serious bodily
injury to vulnerable users, including 12 points on the
violators driver’s license and the option for the court to
assign community service and/or a driver improvement
course.

Related Policies
In recent years, Jefferson County, the State of Colorado
and incorporated communities within the County have
enacted several policies related to bicycling. Notable
policiest include:
• The Jefferson County Transportation Design and
Construction Manual was adopted in 1995, and updated
in 2019. The Manual sets minimum standards and
technical criteria for the design of roadways throughout
unincorporated Jefferson County, and includes
functional classifications and bicycle accommodation
for each classification. Roadway classifications with
higher design speeds or limited access often specify
that bicyclists are to be accommodated on a parallel
walkway or shared-use path unless included in the
County Bicycle Plan. The Manual also includes standard
templates for roadways and requires inclusion of
bicycle lanes on arterials and major collector roadways
where specified in the County Bicycle Plan.
• Complete Roadways policies require agencies to make
consideration for all modes of street users in planning
and design. While the City of Golden is the only
jurisdiction in Jefferson County to have an adopted a
Complete Roadways policy, Arvada and Westminster
have both taken steps to pursue policy adoption
following a series of workshops with the National
Complete Roadways Coalition in 2019.

Related Programs
The most relevant bicycle-related program is the
Jefferson County Safe Routes to School, which uses
a comprehensive approach to create routes safe for
children when bicycling to school.
Additionally, Bike Jeffco, a nonprofit advocacy
organization, is an important partner to the County
and its municipalities in promoting bicycling, leading
community programs like developing ride reviews and
supporting promotion activities like Bike to Work Day and
Colorado Bike Month. These promotion activities aim to
increase the visibility and benefits of bicycling as a viable
form of transportation and accessible form of recreation.

• A recently passed Colorado state law, SB18-144 - Bicycle
Operation Approaching Intersection (2018), authorizes
bicyclists to treat a stop sign as a yield and a traffic
signal as a stop sign, colloquially called the “Colorado
Safety Stop” law. The legislation allows bicyclists
approaching a stop-controlled intersection to reduce
to a “reasonable speed” (defined as 15mph by default,
though jurisdictions may set their own criteria for
“reasonable speed”) before proceeding.
• SB20-061 Yield to Bicycles in Bicycle Lanes (2020)
establishes a Class A traffic offense for failing to yield
to bicyclists in the bicycle lane, and clarifies that bicycle
lanes are carried through the intersection where there
is both a departing and receiving bicycle lane, requiring
turning drivers to yield to through-moving bicyclists.
Where failure to yield results in a crash or injury, the
State’s Careless Driving law applies.
• SB19-175 Serious Bodily Injury Vulnerable Road User
Penalties (2019) establishes penalties for people
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Funding

Funding sources available to Jefferson County for the
implementation of the Jefferson County Bicycle Plan
recommendations may include the following:
Table 1: Potential Funding Sources & Mechanisms
Funding Source or Mechanism
Impact fees: Paid by developers to support improvements necessary to mitigate growth impacts associated with
their projects.
Local Funding

Concurrent projects: Jefferson County projects that are happening in conjunction with the capital improvement
plan or other bicycle-specific projects.
Local Improvement Districts: Other public and private entities such as public improvement districts, park and
recreation districts, metro districts, and school districts/education centers.
FASTER Safety Program: To support construction, reconstruction, or maintenance of projects to enhance the
safety of a state highway, county road, or city street. This program is administered by CDOT.

State Funding

FASTER Transit Grants: Can be used for bicycle amenities or connections that support transit projects. These
grants are administered by CDOT regional offices.
Multimodal Transportation Options Fund: A source created in 2018 to support state and local multimodal
projects through fiscal year 2023. While the initial application is past, this may re-open in coming years.
Urbanized Area Formula: For transit capital and operating assistance in urbanized areas and for transportationrelated planning. These grants funds can be used to improve bicycle access to transit stations. This grant is
administered by the Federal Transit Administration (FTA).
Capital Investment Grant (CIG): For transit capital investments, including heavy rail, commuter rail, light rail,
streetcars, and bus rapid transit. These grants funds can be used to improve bicycle access to transit stations. This
grant is administered by the FTA.
USDOT Discretionary Grants: The US Department of Transportation administers several discretionary programs
to fund local projects, such as RAISE and INFRA.
Highway Safety Improvement Program (HSIP): To achieve a significant reduction in traffic fatalities and serious
injuries on all public roads. This is a Federal program administered by CDOT

Federal Funding

Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality Improvement (CMAQ) Program: For transportation projects designed
to reduce traffic congestion and improve air quality, particularly in areas of the country that do not attain national
air quality standards. In the Denver region, these funds are provided to CDOT and distributed through DRCOG.
Surface Transportation Block Grant (STBG) Program: For projects to preserve and improve the conditions and
performance on any Federal-aid highway, bridge and tunnel projects on any public road, pedestrian and bicycle
infrastructure, and transit capital projects, including intercity bus terminals. In the Denver region, these funds are
provided to CDOT and distributed through DRCOG.
Safe Routes to School (SRTS): For infrastructure improvements, enforcement, tools, safety education, and
incentives to encourage walking and bicycling to school. This grant is a Federal program administered by CDOT.
Transportation Alternatives Program (TAP): TAP provides funding for programs and projects defined as
transportation alternatives, including on- and off-road pedestrian and bicycle facilities, infrastructure projects
for improving non-driver access to public transportation and enhanced mobility, community improvement
activities, and environmental mitigation; recreational trail program projects; and projects for planning, designing,
or constructing boulevards and other roadways largely in the right-of-way of former Interstate System routes or
other divided highways.
The Conservation Fund: The Green Infrastructure program provides loans for bicycle and pedestrian facility land
acquisition.

Private / Non-Profit
Funding

Kaiser Permanente Grants: For projects that advance health equity, increase access to healthcare, promote
physical activity and access to healthy food, and support mental health.
People for Bikes Grants: For bicycle infrastructure projects and targeted advocacy initiatives that make it easier
and safer for people of all ages and abilities to bicycle.
Community Impact Grant: To help develop and revitalize parks, trails, schoolyards, fairgrounds, environmental
education facilities, and other outdoor projects important to your Colorado community. This grant is administered
by GOCO.

Other Funding

Partnering with other agencies on projects, such as CDOT, Regional Transportation District (RTD), or adjacent
communities.
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Resident Data

Jefferson
County

Jefferson
County
(unincorporated)
(all)
Population
(2020)

Demographics
Table 4 shows total population, population growth
from 2010 to 2019, and median household income for
unincorporated and incorporated Jefferson County, the
Denver Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA), and the State
of Colorado. Figure 1 shows population by age.
Jefferson
County

Jefferson
County
(unincorporated)
(all)
Population
(2020)
Population
Growth (2010 –
2020)
Median
Household
Income (2015 –
2019)

Denver
MSA

Colorado

198,899

582,910

2,967,239

5,842,076

7%

9%

16%

15%

$79,664

Colorado

198,899

582,910

2,967,239

5,842,076

White

94.6%

90.6%

81.0%

83.7%

Asian

1.8%

2.8%

4.2%

3.3%

Black / African
American

0.6%

1.2%

5.7%

4.2%

American
Indian /
Alaska Native

0.3%

0.7%

0.8%

1.0%

Other race

0.7%

2.0%

4.5%

3.6%

Two or more
races

2.0%

2.8%

3.7%

4.0%

6.3%

15.4%

23.1%

21.8%

Hispanic /
Latino/a/x

Table 3: Population by Race; Source: US Census Bureau, 2015-19
ACS Estimates.

$82,986

Denver
MSA

$77,127

Table 2: Population; Source: US Census Bureau, 2020 Decennial
Census and 2015-19 ACS Estimates.

Jefferson County as a whole, especially the
unincorporated areas, are less racially and ethnically
diverse than the Denver region with the large majority of
residents identifying as white. Countywide, 15 percent of
residents identify as Hispanic or Latino/a/x (Table 3).

Figure 1: Population by Age; Source: US Census Bureau, 2015-19 ACS Estimates
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Commute Patterns
Jefferson County residents mostly drive alone to
work (78 percent) and spend on average 26 minutes
commuting, which is slightly higher than the Denver
region (75 percent, 25 minutes) and Colorado (76 percent,
24 minutes). The share of Jefferson County residents
carpooling (9 percent), riding transit (3 percent), or
walking or bicycling (2 percent) to work lags slightly
behind the rest of the region.

Unincorporated Jefferson County residents also
disproportionately work from home (15.7 percent,
compared with 9.1 percent countywide and 8.4 percent
regionally). Eighty-three percent of Jefferson County
households have access to at least two vehicles, a slightly
higher average than the Denver region (78 percent) and
Colorado (80 percent).

Figure 2: Commute Mode of Jefferson County residents and the Denver Metro Area; Source:
US Census Bureau, 2015-19 ACS Estimates

Infrastructure
Bikeway Network
Jefferson County’s existing bicycle network of shared-use
paths and on-street bicycle facilities comprises:
• 242 miles of on-street bicycle lanes
• 175 miles of paved shoulder lanes
• 193 miles of shared-use paths
• 11 miles of neighborhood bikeways.
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Roadway Network
The roadway network in Jefferson County can be
classified into limited access highways (interstate
highways and state highways), parkways and arterial,
collector, and local roadways. Each of these roadway
classifications serves a different function and are
designed to account for a variety of mobility and access
needs. Interstates and state highways are federal and
state roadways that are meant to move people driving
quickly and efficiently. People bicycling and walking are
typically not accommodated due to high motor-vehicle
speeds, except for on physically separated shared-use
paths. Arterial roadways are main thoroughfares through
the region, typically where the movement of traffic takes
design precedence over access. In Jefferson County,
these arterial roadways can include accommodation for
bicycling according to the County Transportation Design
and Construction Standards, though a greater standard
of separation may be indicated to attract the Interested
but Concerned audience. Collector roadways filter traffic
from arterials to local roadways, and street templates
typically feature dedicated bicycle lanes and sidewalks.
Local roadways serve direct property access and typically
have the lowest vehicle speeds and volumes.
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Crash History
In unincorporated Jefferson County, between 2017 and
2019, there was 1 fatality and 7 incapacitating injuries, or
8 KSIs (people killed or severely injured) in bicycle-related
crashes. There were 48 bicycle crashes overall during the
same time period. The highest density of bicycle crashes
happened on major arterial roadways, including the
following:
•

West Bowles Avenue

•

West Chatfield Avenue

•

West Coal Mine Avenue

•

Deer Creek Canyon Road

•

Kipling Parkway

•

Ken Caryl Avenue

•

South Simms Street

Additionally, 73 percent of all bicycle-related crashes
in unincorporated Jefferson County occurred at
intersections or intersection-related locations, 17 percent
occurred at midblock locations, and 6 percent took place
at ramp and driveway locations. 58 percent of bicycleinvolved crashes were either a right- or left-turn “hook”
crash, and 35 percent involved both a bicycle and motor
vehicle moving straight.
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Level of Traffic Stress Analysis
To encourage more Jefferson County residents to bicycle
for transportation, the experience of bicycling on street
must feel safe and comfortable, with intuitive routes
and low-stress bicycling facilities. Understanding how
comfortable existing roadways across Jefferson County
are for bicycling, a “Level of Traffic Stress” (LTS) analysis
can be used to classify roadways based on predicted
stress as a primary indicator. In Jefferson County, this
analysis can focuses on roadways assigned a Street
Template, which is generally east of the Hogback or C470/
Hwy 93. The classification uses roadway characteristics
such as speed limits, the amount of motor vehicle traffic,
the number of travel lanes, existing bicycle infrastructure,
and on-street parking. Local roadways are typically
classified as low stress and major arterials are often
high stress. This stress classification informs the most
appropriate bicycle facility to be implemented to account
for people’s differing levels of comfort interacting
with motor vehicle traffic when they are bicycling or
considering bicycling.

The LTS analysis prioritizes roadway conditions that
are considered appropriate for people of all ages and
abilities, which should accommodate the majority of the
population, particularly the “Interested but Concerned”
population (see Figure 2)

Low Stress
Tolerance

High Stress
Tolerance

Comfort Typology of Bicyclists
Design User
Profile

Non-Bicyclists or Not
Interested in Bicycling

Interested but Concerned Bicyclists

Enthused or
Confident Bicyclists

Strong and Fearless
Bicyclists

Bicycling
Preferences

Uncomfortable bicycling
in any condition, have
no interest in bicycling,
or are unable to bicycle.

Often not comfortable with bicycle
lanes and may bicycle on sidewalks
even if bicycle lanes are provided;
prefer off-street, separated bikeways,
or quiet residential roads. May not
bicycle at all if bicycle facilities do not
meet comfort needs.

Generally prefer
separated facilities but
are comfortable riding
in bicycle lanes or on
paved shoulders.

Comfortable riding
with traffic, will
use roads without
bicycle lanes.

% of
General Public

31 – 37%

51 – 56%

5 – 9%

4 – 7%

Anticipated # of
unincorporated
County residents

62,000 - 74,000

101,000 - 111,000

10,000 - 18,000

8,000 - 14,000

Figure 3: Bicyclist Design User Profiles, FHWA Bikeway Selection Guide
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Research indicates that while highly-confident bicyclists
are accustomed to interacting with motor-vehicle
traffic, most people have little tolerance for interacting
with motor vehicles while bicycling and are concerned
about being struck. These concerns discourage people
from considering utilizing bicycling as a viable form of
transportation. The share of people who are interested
in bicycling but concerned about traffic or other
issues, such as discontinuous facilities, topography,
heat, distance, etc., comprise 51 to 56 percent of the
population (avid or confident bicyclists comprise 12
to 13 percent, and the remainder have no interest in
bicycling).1 The “Interested but Concerned” audience are
people who would like to bicycle but are uncomfortable
bicycling within conventional bicycle lanes and are more
inclined to bicycle on the sidewalk. The “Interested but
Concerned” audience prefer quiet roadways, shareduse paths, and other “low-stress” places to bicycle that
have limited motor-vehicle traffic or are separated
from traffic. Providing low-stress bicycle facilities is
paramount in creating a network that caters to all ages
and abilities, especially facilities that increase separation
between motor vehicles and bicyclists, improve bicycle
predictability, slow motor-vehicle speeds and volumes,
and provide safe and convenient connections to
destinations.
Highlighted in the map below, low-stress corridors
are largely bound by high-stress roadways that pose
comfort, safety, and mobility limitations. Successfully
encouraging Interested but Concerned people to bicycle
will require expanding the availability of dedicated bicycle
infrastructure where it does not exist. Incorporating
these changes in the Plains and Mountains regions of the
County will make it easier and more convenient to choose
bicycling as a means of transportation and generate
countywide mode shift.

1 Jennifer Dill and Nathan McNeil, “Four Types of Cyclists? Examination of Typology for Better Understanding of Bicycling Behavior and Potential,”
Transportation Research Record: Journal of the Transportation Research Board, 2387: 129-138, 2013.
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Appendix C: Facility Design Guide,
Example Templates
The following examples apply bicycle facilities from the Facility Design Guide in Chapter 3 to existing Roadway Templates
from the Jefferson County Transportation Design & Construction Manual. These constitute cross-section design options
for roadways on the bicycle network, as well as new roadways. When selecting bicycle facilities, planning and design
staff may consult the criteria for Level of Traffic Stress by Bicycle Facility Type below (also included in Chapter 2):

High

Traffic Stress

Low

Neighbohood Bikeway

Bicycle Lane

Buffered Bicycle Lane

Shared-Use Path

< 1,500 ADT
<25 mph

6 ft width or greater
≤ 30 mph

6 ft width or greater
(including buffer)
≤ 30 mph

Low pedestrian volume or
separation

1,500 - 3,000 ADT
25 - 30 mph

4 - 5 ft width
2 or more lanes per direction
25 - 30 mph

6 ft width or greater
(including buffer)
2 or more lanes per direction
30 - 35 mph

High pedestrian volume

>3,000 ADT
>30 mph

< 4 ft width
2 or more lanes per direction
> 25 mph

3 or more lanes per direction
> 35 mph
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Neighborhood Bikeway

Where motor-vehicle speed and volume are sufficiently low (such as
on local roadways in residential neighborhoods), people bicycling
are given priority in vehicle travel lanes using signage, markings, and
treatments that encourage motorists to operate at slower speeds.
Speed and volume management can make the entire street feel
safe and comfortable for bicyclists of all ages and abilities. Design
intersections along major corridors with appropriate treatments to
enable comfortable crossings, including signals or beacons, raised
crossings, refuge spaces, and conflict markings.

Applicable Roadway Classifications
Collector or Local where average daily traffic is less
than 3,000 vehicles per day.

Example Template Applications
Local Street with Attached or Detached Sidewalks (34 feet)

Local Street with Attached or Detached Sidewalks (26 feet)
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Paved Shoulder

Paved shoulders provide dedicated space within the roadway for people bicycling. Per
County standards, paved shoulder facilities should be at least four feet wide (six feet
should be considered where feasible and where additional shoulder width may improve
roadway safety or egress routes) and demarcated with paint on both sides of the roadway
for the entirety of the corridor. According to FHWA rural design guidance, designers should
consider wider shoulders of at least eight feet on roadways with posted speed limits of 50
mph or higher. Paved shoulders may also include an optional buffer of at least 1.5 feet or a
rumble strip for delineation.
F5

F7

Rumble strips should not reduce the minimum width of the paved shoulder and should
incorporate gap patterns that allow people bicycling to traverse into the travel lane,
especially ahead of intersections. Recommended gap length is 10 to 12 feet between 40to 60-foot-long rumble strip segments. Further, locations where a motor-vehicle crash
pattern has been identified, rumble strips may be applied to prevent off-road crashes.

Applicable Roadway Classifications
Minor Arterial, Major Collector, Collector, and Local.

Example Template Applications
Major Collector or Collector Road
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Bicycle Lane

A bicycle lane designates a portion of a roadway for the exclusive use of bicycles. Bicycle
lanes are one-way, on-street bicycle facilities adjacent to general purpose travel lanes.
Bicycle lanes are marked with pavement markings and may be colored green for higher
visibility, such as at conflict points or at intersection approaches.

Applicable Roadway Classifications
Major Collector, Collector, and Local.

Example Template Applications
Collector Street

Local Street with Attached or Detached Sidewalks (34 feet)
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Buffered Bicycle Lane

Like bicycle lanes, buffered bicycle lanes dedicate on-street bicycling space, but are
buffered on at least one side of the lane by a marked shy area (typically between
the bicycle lane and motor vehicle travel lane). This increased separation provides a
more comfortable bicycling environment and visually narrows the roadway space to
support reduced motorist speed.

Applicable Roadway Classifications:
Minor Arterial, Major Collector, Collector, and Local

Example Template Applications
Minor Arterial Street

Major Collector Street
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Shared-Use Path

A shared-use path is a bidirectional paved facility for bicyclists, pedestrians, and
other non-motorized travel that is at minimum 8 feet wide and separated from
vehicle traffic located either within public right-of-way (“sidepath” when adjacent to
the roadway) or in other publicly owned land areas or easements such as a stream
valley, greenway, or along a utility corridor. Intersection crossings, driveways,
and access points require careful design consideration to mitigate conflicts
between turning motor vehicles and through-moving bicyclists. These crossing
locations should have clear sightlines, conflict markings, and may even be raised
or signalized to separate or bring greater awareness to conflicting movements.
Locations where shared-use paths are heavily utilized can be enhanced to include
striping and signage to better delineate where bicyclists and pedestrians should be
traveling.

Applicable Roadway Classifications:
Principal & Minor Arterial, Major Collector, Collector,
and dedicated ROW

Example Template Applications
Principal Arterial Street
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Appendix D: Bicycle Volume Data
Collection Guidance
Introduction

increasingly rely on automated counters rather than
manual counts. Automated counters typically use
infrared, piezoelectric technology, or pneumatic tubes to
detect bicyclists. Video is also used in some applications,
but processing data can be more labor intensive than
other methods.

Also known as count data, usage data, or exposure data,
bicycle volume data can support resource prioritization,
facility-design decisions, safety analyses, and trend
monitoring. At a system level, volume data can also be an
indicator of the overall quality of bicycle infrastructure
and whether investments are resulting in increased
bicycling. The growing emphasis on performance-based
planning and accountability further strengthens the case
for better metrics related to bicycling, which require
accurate and reliable underlying data.
As part of a broader effort to update the Plan, the project
team has developed guidance for how Jefferson County
staff should use bicycle volume data to support bicycle
facility planning and implementation in the county.
The industry for bicycle volume data collection is quickly
evolving. Third-party data sources have emerged as a
viable option for obtaining volume data at a large scale,
potentially providing a comprehensive understanding of
bicycle volumes that has not been possible in the past.
This type of data, coupled with manual or automated
bicycle volume counts, can assist Jefferson County staff in
establishing a clear snapshot of the state of bicycling and
tailor future decision making for investments in bicycle
infrastructure.

Bicycle Volume Data
Collection Overview
Types of Counts
There are two basic types of bicycle counts: continuous
and short-duration (SDC) counts. At continuous count
locations counters are put in locations indefinitely and
data is collected 24 hours per day. SDCs occur over
a limited period of time, ranging from a few hours to
several weeks.
For both continuous counts and SDCs, agencies

Continuous counts and SDCs are both necessary to
develop a complete picture of non-motorized activity.
Continuous counts provide an in-depth understanding of
travel patterns at a single site, whereas SDCs contribute
to a breadth of coverage across a geographic area of
interest. Data from SDCs can be extrapolated to develop
annual estimates based on patterns from continuous
count sites. However, reliable extrapolation of SDC data
from a particular site can only occur if the site can be
matched to a “factor group,” which establishes the basis
for extrapolation. A later section of this report describes
factor group development.

Big Data
Researchers and practitioners have begun to recognize
and explore the potential of emerging data sources
collectively referred to as “Big Data.” This type of data is
typically crowdsourced or uses information generated
from GPS-tracking devices—such as smart phones,
watches, and fitness trackers—to generate trends and
patterns. This type of data has the potential to be highly
impactful for transportation planning in coming years, as
it can aid in understanding travel patterns and managing
investment decisions.
Some companies, such as Strava, currently share data
from activity tracking in aggregate form with the public
and make datasets available for purchase.
While Big Data can have a positive impact on the future
of non-motorized data collection, there are also concerns
and challenges associated with its use. This includes
data collection biases related to smart phone users
and recreational trips (and their facility choices), data
ownership, and privacy. Additional concerns related to
the technical capacity of processing travel data and the
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cost of obtaining the data is also often a concern for
many public agencies, as the data management can be
cumbersome and require advanced coding skills and
funding is finite.

Bicycle Volume Data
Collection Methods

For these reasons, the project team recommends that Big
Data complement, rather than replace, any monitoring
program. Big Data can only be considered reliable when
validated against a robust sample of counts conducted
over a wide geographic distribution and a variety of
facility types and contexts. Jefferson County should
establish and maintain a more formal count program for
at least several years before beginning to invest in Big
Data sources.

Automated Count Technologies

Existing Bicycle Volume Data Collection
Programs in Jefferson County
According to the Colorado DOT Non-Motorized Program
Evaluation and Implementation Plan,1 the Colorado
Department of Transportation (CDOT) has one permanent
continuous monitoring sites in unincorporated Jefferson
County. This is located at:
• C-470 Trail South of Ken Caryl Avenue (passive infrared
pyro box).

National Cooperative Highway Research Program (NCHRP)
Report 797: Guidebook on Pedestrian and Bicycle Volume
Data Collection compares numerous types of count
equipment intended to count people bicycling. The
tables on the following pages provide a summary of the
current active transportation count technologies. This
information is intended to assist Jefferson County staff
in selecting appropriate count technologies to deploy on
its streets, roads, and shared-use paths to accurately and
precisely count people on bicycles. The tables also include
considerations intended to assist Jefferson County staff in
determining the best technologies to utilize in its bicycle
volume data collection program.
The table below provides an initial list of recommended
count technologies that would be most appropriate for
Jefferson County staff to consider when implementing
its count program based on cost, ease of installation,
strengths, and limitations.

Two additional locations are within the incorporated
communities of Arvada and Westminster and can be
accessed if the County needs to obtain data that may
assist in nearby unincorporated projects. These locations
are:
• W 72nd Avenue west of Wadsworth Blvd in Arvada
(inductive loop), and
• US 36 Bikeway north of 92nd Ave in Westminster
(inductive loop and passive infrared).
In addition to the CDOT continuous counts, many local
jurisdictions in Jefferson County collect bicycle count
data, including but not limited to the cities of Lakewood,
Arvada, and Golden. Each jurisdiction oversees their own
data collection for their roadways. If Jefferson County
needs to obtain such data, they should coordinate with
the local jurisdiction as necessary.

1 Colorado Department of Transportation. Colorado DOT Non-Motorized Monitoring Program Evaluation and Implementation Plan. 2016. https://
www.codot.gov/programs/bikeped/documents/2016-10-21-cdot-nonmotorized-monitoring-plan_low-res.pdf
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Facility/
Application

Relative
Equipment Cost
($ = less than $2K,
$$ = $2K - $5K, $$$ =
greater than $5K)

Relative
Installation
Cost

Technology Type

Manufacturers

Technology
distinguishes
between bicycles
and pedestrians

Passive Infrared

TRAFx
EcoCounter
Trail Master

No

Sidewalk or sharedused path

Medium, $$

Low to medium

Active Infrared

TRAFx
EcoCounter
Trail Master

No, but may be used
in combination with
other technologies to
differentiate between
bicycles and pedestrians

Sidewalk or shareduse path

High, $$$

Low to medium

Pneumatic Tubes

EcoCounter
MetroCount
TRAFx
Road Sys

Yes

On-street

Low, $

High

Piezoelectric Sensors

MetroCount

Yes

On-road

Medium, $$

High

Radar Sensors

Sensys Networks

Yes

Sidewalk/Shared-use
Path

High, $$$

Medium

Thermal Imaging

FLIR
GRIDSMART

Yes

On-road

High, $$$

Medium

Video Imaging

Miovision
Iteris
Econolite

Yes

On-road/Shared-use
Path

Medium, $$

Medium

Mobile Applications

Strava Metro

Yes

Sidewalk/Share-used
Path/On-road

High, $$$

Low
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Strengths

Limitations

Recommended for
Consideration

Small, portable, easy to
install.
Battery powered.
May be used in
combination with
other technologies to
differentiate between
bicycles and pedestrians

Cannot be used to count
bicyclists in mixed traffic.
Errors may occur when
detecting groups of
pedestrians.
Device performance can
deteriorate in extreme
temperatures.

Portable and easy to
install.
Very precise.

Cannot be used for onstreet monitoring.
Can count false positives.
Error can arise due to
occlusion with groups of
pedestrians or side-by-side
bicyclists.
Requires mounting devices
to fixed objects on each
side of the trail or sidewalk.

Short

Portable and easy to
install.
Can capture speed and
direction of bicyclists when
two tubes are used.
Similar to vehicle count
data.

Susceptible to theft,
vandalism, and
dislodgement.
Wear and tear require
routine maintenance.

Continuous

Can capture speed and
direction of bicyclists.
Discreet and not
susceptible to tampering
when embedded in
pavement.
Can be battery powered or
externally powered.

Cannot be used in mixedflow traffic.
Specialized installation
process.
May introduce errors with
groups of bicyclists.

Continuous

Portable and easy to
install.
Can be hidden in posts to
discourage tampering or
theft.
Battery powered.

Errors with groups of
pedestrians.
Requires mounting device
or fixed objects on each
side of trail.

Continuous

Easy to install.
Technology can be adapted
to help with signal phasing.
Large detection area.

Poor weather at night can
affect accuracy.
Low-light areas can be
challenging.



Moderate

Short or continuous

Minimal human time
required to collect counts.
Portable and straight
forward to install.
Video can be used for
other purposes.

Low-light areas can be
challenging.



Easy

Short or continuous

Easily readable heat maps.
Potentially high number of
users.

Potentially biased towards
recreational users.



Easy

Moderate

Easy

Difficult

Moderate

Easy to moderate

Short or continuous

Short or continuous
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Several issues can cause corrupted data, including
equipment malfunctions, improper installations,
or vandalism to the equipment after installation.
External events, such as inclement weather or roadway
maintenance, can cause the sensor to either count too
few or too many bicyclists resulting in inaccurate data.

Short Duration Volunteer Counts
Due to the relatively high cost of acquiring and deploying
automated count technologies, many jurisdictions
begin their count programs by using volunteers
from the community. These volunteers are typically
managed by a full-time staff or seasonal intern over the
summer months. For example, the Portland Bureau of
Transportation’s Summer Bike Count Program employs
over 100 volunteers to count at over 200 locations
citywide every summer. This volunteer program
supplements numerous continuous and short-duration
automated counters throughout the city.
The National Bicycle and Pedestrian Documentation
Project has outlined instructions for conducting manual
volunteer counts.2 The typical practice is to conduct
peak hour counts for a 2-hour duration at each location
annually. If possible, conducting both weekend and
weekday counts is ideal to assess recreational versus
commuter usage of a given bikeway. When determining
count locations, it is best to pick sites where bikeways
were recently constructed or will be constructed in the
near term to assess the success of bikeway installations.
Locations with existing facilities and high bicycle
volumes are also good candidates for count sites to aid
in assessing bicycle usage rates over time. It is important
that sites are counted no fewer than every two years to
evaluate trends over time. Jefferson County should follow
the guidance found in the National Bicycle and Pedestrian
Documentation Project: Instructions document if starting
a volunteer-based count program. Identified procedures
are widely accepted as best practices and used by
jurisdictions throughout the United States.

Data Management
Quality Control
Raw bicycle count data may need to be adjusted before
they can be reliably used. Generally, there are two
types of errors that occur when automated counters
are used to collect data: corrupted data and systematic
undercounting.

Corrupted Data

Adjustments to the data, such as substituting count data
from a similar time period or from a counter within the
same factor group (see the Factor Group Development
section), can address many of these limitations, and
should be clearly noted on subsequent reports or
analyses. Quality-control checks or visual inspection of
count data results can identify where data should be
adjusted. Possible quality-control guidelines include:
• Check for a maximum consecutive number of 0 values
in the data, such as 48 hours.
• Check for a maximum percentage deviation between
sequentially recorded average daily traffic (ADT) values
at a given site (note that this rule does not work well for
low-volume sites and should be reserved for sites with
an average of at least 100 users per day).
• Check for a maximum hourly volume.
• Check for a maximum ADT.
• Check for excessive daily directional splits (i.e.,
difference between the two directions of traffic).
• Routine data downloads

Systematic Undercounting
Systematic undercounting occurs almost uniformly across
all devices and is inherent in many automated counting
technologies. Occlusion is the most common problem and
is caused by the inability of certain technologies to sense
when two people are walking or bicycling side-by-side. In
this case, the device will register just one person. Another
source of error is diversion, which occurs when bicyclists
detour or deviate around a detection zone.
Routine calibration of counters will allow for adjustments
to be made to correct for known systematic errors. The
most basic form of calibration involves conducting a
manual count when a counter is installed, comparing the
manual count total with the total reported by the counter,
and using the comparison to determine a calibration
factor. Permanent count sites should be calibrated on a

2 Portland Bureau of Transportation. https://www.portlandoregon.gov/transportation/article/490280
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routine basis, such as when data is collected in the field
or counters are serviced for another purpose. More
advanced calibration methods may attempt to account
for calibration factors that vary according to observed
volume, time of day, or other factors.

hour-of-day and day-of-week travel patterns and should
have relatively high volume (100 users per day or more)
to improve the predictive capacity of the estimation.
Sites with higher volumes are less impacted by external
influences or random variation.

Factor Group Development
According to the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA)
Traffic Monitoring Guide (TMG), factor groups are “groups
of continuous counters that have similar traffic patterns.” 3
These similarities may be based on observed hour-of-day
traffic patterns, day-of-week traffic patterns, or other
site characteristics. Factor groups are used to establish
adjustment factors, which can be used to estimate annual
traffic from SDCs conducted at sites with similar patterns.
Adjustment factors are “statistics or ratios derived from
continuous monitoring results to extrapolate shortterm monitoring results into estimates of longer-term
monitoring results.”4
Factor groups can be characterized by the amount of
non-motorized traffic that occurs during typical peak
commute periods (morning and evening commute
times on weekdays) compared to the amount that
occurs outside of typical peak commute times (middle
of the day and weekends). The ratio of travel occurring
during commute versus non-commute times allows the
locations to be described as having work/school commute
functions versus locations likely to serve discretionary or
recreational trips. Some locations show characteristics of
both or demonstrate no significant variation in the two
periods and are identified as “mixed.”
In addition to hour-of-day and day-of-week patterns,
consideration should be given to weather and seasonal
variations to ensure that adjustment factors are
appropriately applied. For instance, a mountainous site
and a more urban site, both exhibiting commute patterns,
have significant differences in the monthly or seasonal
distribution of traffic. As a result, these groups should be
considered separately for the purpose of factoring SDCs.
Based on the data collected from continuous monitoring
locations, index sites or “representative” count locations
can be identified for each factor group. Index sites should
be representative of the factor group based on the

For the near term, it is not recommended that Jefferson
County staff delve too deeply into factor grouping, but
rather focus efforts on obtaining proper resources and
equipment, as well as building out procedures and data
management systems for storing and reporting count
data. Once the Jefferson County bicycle volume data
collection program has matured, development of factor
groups may be beneficial.

Reporting and Sharing
Reporting and sharing data with stakeholders, elected
officials, and other decisionmakers is a key reason for
developing and implementing a bicycle count program.

Reporting
Reporting refers to the process of communicating or
transferring the results of the nonmotorized volume
program to internal and external audiences. There are
two main types of reports recommended: periodic
reports and Travel Monitoring Analysis System (TMAS)
uploads.

Periodic Reports
Periodic reports, particularly in an online dashboard
format, can help organize the efforts of the count
program and communicate the program’s findings to
the public. The website should focus on the program
performance measures and may also highlight
programmatic activities such as counter acquisition
and installation, or innovative uses of the data beyond
the program itself. The Denver Regional Council of
Governments (DRCOG) has developed an online map
that displays bicycle and pedestrian count data and
is accessible by anyone who wishes to use it. Because
this tool is already available, the Jefferson County
web page should focus specifically on its own count
program and milestones. Developing a count website

3 FHWA. Traffic Monitoring Guide. 2013. https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/policyinformation/tmguide/tmg_fhwa_pl_13_015.pdf
4 Minge et al. MnDOT Bicycle and Pedestrian Data Collection Manual (Draft). 2015. https://www.dot.state.mn.us/research/TS/2015/201533.pdf
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for the first time may require a significant effort, but it
should be considerably less time intensive to update in
subsequent years. The website should be targeted toward
a general audience consisting of local agencies, bicycling
organizations, and Jefferson County committees and staff.

Data Sharing
There are a variety of ways bicycle volume data might
be shared, and Jefferson County staff will need to
consider how to best share the data with a broad group
of potential users, including local agencies, Jefferson
County committees and staff, researchers, advocacy
organizations, developers, and members of the public.
The most accessible method may be to post the data
on a website, preferably in an online interactive map.
In addition to sharing data with others, an online portal
might also be used to store manual count data.
As the program grows and additional local agencies begin
to collect count data, Jefferson County staff may decide to
use a third-party data management and sharing service.
Use of an accessible data management platform for
external users will benefit Jefferson County in the long
term and improve the ease of sharing count data among
interested users.

Public-Facing, Real-Time Displays
Jefferson County staff may also wish to consider
partnering with local jurisdictions or park departments
to install public-facing, real-time displays at automated
count locations. Such displays can encourage bicycling
by letting bicyclists know they count and by conveying to
other travelers that bicyclists are welcome and expected.
They also could help alert motorists of the presence of
high volumes of cyclists, increasing their attention on
the roadway. Public-facing, real-time displays are most
appropriate in high-profile locations that already have
significant bicycle volumes.
The most common public-facing, real-time display is the
Eco-Display Classic (formerly Eco-TOTEM). The Eco-Display
can be set up to only count bicyclists with loops, or it
can be configured to count bicyclists and pedestrians
using loops and passive infrared. Eco-Display is also fully
customizable and can display counts, journey times, or
safety messages.

Program Operation

Staff time and dedicated funding are two key pieces of
a successful bicycle count program. Without these, it is
not uncommon for resources to be spent collecting data
only for it to be unused because nobody knows it exists
or how to access it. For this reason, it is recommended
that the bicycle count program is a key part of at least one
Jefferson County staff person’s roles and responsibilities.
This staff person should be tasked with serving as
the main contact person for the count program by
responding to data requests and related questions. Their
duties should also include deploying and maintaining
count equipment, conducting quality control processes as
necessary, conducting analysis and sharing results with
interested parties, and developing trainings and materials
related to the program.

Proposed Count Sites

The count sites on the following map were developed
using local knowledge of locations where high bicycle
volumes currently exists and where bikeways exist or are
proposed. Several locations with high bicycle volumes
that would be prime locations for continuous count
sites include Lookout Mountain Road and 32nd Avenue.
These roadways are already heavily traveled by bicyclists,
especially during warmer months. Several locations,
including McIntyre Street and Upper Lookout Mountain
Road were chosen because bikeways are planned for
these roadways. It would be beneficial to conduct
bicycle counts at locations where proposed bikeways
are recommended before installation, in order to assess
volumes before and after construction.
The locations shown on the map represent numerous
potential locations for count sites, but more locations
can be added or removed pending available funding. It
is better to collect counts at fewer locations, re-count
annually, and assess changes over time than it is to collect
counts at more locations but not have the resources to recollect annually and miss out on opportunities to analyze
the data. At the outset, we recommend that Jefferson
County staff choose a few locations with existing bicycle
infrastructure and/or known high bicycle volumes.
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Appendix E: Prioritization Framework
Summary
The prioritization framework for the Jefferson County Bicycle Plan used a nationally accepted methodology to evaluate
the various projects’ abilities to achieve the Plan’s goals utilizing available data. The methodology used, called the
ActiveTrans Priority Tool, was developed by the National Cooperative Highway Research Program (NCHRP) and consists
of a data-driven process for prioritizing bicycle improvements. Project prioritization ranking will not determine the order
in which projects are implemented, but instead highlight project impact based on connectivity, demand, and equity.

Criteria Selection

The project team determined Connectivity, Demand, and Equity to be the most important ranking criteria. Table 1
describes the measures, data sources, and methodology used to evaluate each criterion.
The project team collected and assessed the data using Geographic Information Systems (GIS). Each measure uses a
quarter-mile buffer to capture the people and land uses in the surrounding area that would benefit from the projects.
Table 1: Prioritization Criteria & Measures
Criteria

Connectivity

Measure

Data Source

Methodology

Number of destinations served

The Jeffco Regional Bikeways
Wayfinding Guide destination cities,
regional trails and parks, transit
stations, civic and business centers, and
more

Number of destinations within a
quarter mile of the project

Number of schools served

DRCOG Pre-K to College Schools (2017)

Number of schools within a quarter
mile of the project

DRCOG Bike Facilities (2019)
Jefferson County Bicycle Network
existing corridors

Number of locations where the project
intersects one or more existing bicycle
facilities

Connectivity to Proposed Facilities

Jefferson County Bicycle Network
proposed corridors

Number of proposed bicycle facilities
that the project intersects

Number of people served
(population density)

American Community Survey 5-Year
Estimates (2019), Total Population by
Block Group

Estimated population within a quarter
mile of the project based on the
proportion of the block group area
within the quarter-mile buffer

Number of jobs served

Quarterly Census of Employment and
Wages (QCEW) (2020)

Number of jobs within a quarter mile of
the project

Zero vehicle households served

American Community Survey 5-Year
Estimates (2019), Vehicle Aveailability

Estimated total number of households
without access to a vehicle within a
quarter mile of the project based on
the proportion of the block group area
within the quarter-mile buffer

Low-income households served

DRCOG Environmental Justice Analysis
Zones (2020)

Number of low-income Transportation
Analysis Zones within a quarter mile of
the project

Connectivity to Existing Facilities

Demand

Equity
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Ranking the Projects

The project team standardized the calculated values for each measure in order to evaluate the criteria with a common
scale of one to five. Given the differences in intended users, the prioritization process evaluated the Plains Bicycle
Network and Mountains Bicycle Network separately. This prioritization list is a planning tool that acknowledges that
opportunities may arise due to an adjacent project, a new development, or funding opportunity. Therefore, this list is
intended to provide a framework for prioritization and does not commit the County to implementing the projects in the
order of the prioritization. The final prioritization lists for the Plains and Mountains network major projects can be found
below in Table 2 and Table 3.
Table 2: Prioritized Plains Network Major Projects
Priority

Project ID

Corridor

Facility Type

Distance (mi)

2022 Cost1

1

P57B

Garrison St

Bicycle Lane

1.0

$39,025

2

P39B

Carr St

Bicycle Lane

0.8

$31,183

3

P21B

Moss St

Buffered Bicycle Lane

0.3

$51,540

4

P58

Golden Rd

Shared-Use Path

1.4

$1,027,446

5

P76

Pierce St

Buffered Bicycle Lane

1.0

$167,765

6

P3

Indiana St North

Bicycle Lane

0.3

$11,837

7

P12

32nd Ave

Bicycle Lane

1.5

$61,257

8

P61

Isabell Trail Connection

Shared-Use Path

0.1

$91,519

9

P46

Cross Dr

Bicycle Lane

1.4

$56,347

10

P84

Wadsworth

Buffered Bicycle Lane

2.3

$377,704

11

P40

Chatfield Ave

Shared-Use Path

3.7

$2,761,050

12

P53

Field St

Bicycle Lane

0.8

$31,180

13

P32

Wadsworth S Connection

Shared-Use Path

0.6

$193,267

14

P91

Wadsworth Bd

Shared-Use Path

2.9

$2,251,247

15

P80

Simms St

Shared-Use Path

4.2

$3,123,531

16

P33

Belleview

Shared-Use Path

2.4

$1,812,855

17

P78

Quincy Ave

Shared-Use Path

4.3

$4,104,344

18

P6

108th Ave

Neighborhood Bikeway

2.5

$90,735

19

P34

Bowles Ave

Shared-Use Path

5.2

$3,914,202

20

P42

Coal Mine Ave

Shared-Use Path

11.3

$8,454,094

1 Opinions of probable cost were developed by identifying major-pay items and establishing approximate quantities to determine a rough
order of magnitude cost. Additional pay items have been assigned approximate lump sum prices based on a percentage of the anticipated
construction cost. Planning-level cost opinions include a 20% contingency to cover items that are undefined or are typically unknown early
in the planning phase of a project. Unit costs are based on 2022 dollars and were assigned based on historical cost data from the Colorado
Department of Transportation. Cost opinions do not include easement and right-of-way acquisition; permitting, inspection, or construction
management; engineering, surveying, geotechnical investigation, environmental documentation, special site remediation, escalation, or the
cost for ongoing maintenance. A cost range has been assigned to certain general categories such as utility relocations; however, these costs
can vary widely depending on the exact details and nature of the work. The overall cost opinions are intended to be general and used only
for planning purposes. Construction costs will vary based on the ultimate project scope, actual site conditions and constraints, schedule, and
economic conditions at the time of construction.
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Priority

Project ID

Corridor

Facility Type

Distance (mi)

2022 Cost1

21

P62

Ken Caryl Ave

Shared-Use Path

4.7

$4,069,669

22

P14

44th Ave

Bicycle Lane

2.2

$87,725

23

P16

50th Ave

Shared-Use Path

0.8

$759,837

24

P27

Alkire St

Buffered Bicycle Lane

1.9

$315,325

25

P1

Indiana St South

Shared-Use Path

3.0

$2,255,099

26

P64

Kipling-470 Gap

Shared-Use Path

0.2

$145,216

27

P15

44th Ave

Shared-Use Path

1.8

$1,347,493

28

P81

Simms St N

Shared-Use Path

1.2

$908,787

29

P5

100th Ave

Shared-Use Path

1.0

$995,462

30

P69

McIntyre St

Shared-Use Path

3.7

$3,437,171

31

P104

US 285 / Hampden Ave

Bicycle Lane

2.5

$101,117

32

P90

Heritage Canal Trail

Shared-Use Path

5.0

$5,037,205

33

P77

Quaker St

Bicycle Lane

1.3

$53,286

34

P13

32nd Ave

Shared-Use Path

2.7

$2,039,661

35

P29

96th Ave

Bicycle Lane

0.9

$35,168

36

P47

Easley Rd

Shared Roadway with Spot
Improvements

3.0

$1,511,005

37

P89

Leyden Creek Trail

Shared-Use Path

1.3

$1,253,830

38

P20

72nd Ave

Shared-Use Path

0.4

$287,313

39

P95

66th Canal

Shared-Use Path

2.0

$3,956,572

40

P100

Depew St & Platte Canyon Rd

Spot Improvement

0.1

$11,263

41

P86

Walden Connection

Shared-Use Path

0.1

$73,504

42

P93

120th Ave Path (planned)

Shared-Use Path

1.8

$1,781,305

43

P96

Wadsworth Crossing

Spot Improvement

0.1

$102,926

44

P18

58th Ave

Buffered Bicycle Lane

1.1

$184,015

45

P22

80th Ave

Shared-Use Path

6.8

$6,192,411

46

P2

Indiana St South

Bicycle Lane

0.5

$19,844

47

P97

Oak Greenway Connection

Spot Improvement

0.1

$86,570

48

P102

56th Ave & Hwy 93

Spot Improvement

0.1

$5,214

49

P105

Hwy 128

Shared-Use Path

3.2

$3,202,621

50

P83

75th Pl

Bicycle Lane

0.3

$10,117

51

P4

Hwy 93 Trail

Shared-Use Path

9.5

$7,115,134

52

P94

Jefferson Pkwy

Shared-Use Path

7.7

$7,725,672
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Table 3: Prioritized Mountains Network Major Projects
Priority

Project ID

Corridor

Facility Type

Distance (mi)

Cost Estimate

1

M50

Tanoa Rd, Bergen Peak Dr

Shared Roadway

0.7

$128,004

2

M35

Quincy Ave

Shared-Use Path

0.6

$601,974

3

M44

SH 74, Upper Bear Creek Rd

Shared-Use Path

0.5

$480,817

4

M3

Belleview Ave

Bicycle Lane

2.0

$233,779

5

M56

Valley Rd, Ken Caryl Ave

Buffered Bicycle Lane

3.3

$947,185

6

M47

SR 103
(formerly Squaw Pass Rd)

Paved Shoulder

1.8

$276,875

7

M28

Meadow Dr

Shared-Use Path

0.8

$788,796

8

M19B

Grapevine Rd

Paved Shoulder /
Shared Roadway with Spot
Improvements

1.1

$363,952

9

M59

US285 Conifer Connection

Paved Shoulder

0.9

$136,258

10

M42B

S Turkey Creek Rd

Paved Shoulder

1.9

$286,522

11

M64

Wadworth Pkwy

Shared-Use Path

1.3

$1,300,000

12
Priority

M48 ID
Project

Stage
Coach Blvd
Corridor

Paved
Shoulder
Facility
Type

2.9 (mi)
Distance

$697,575
Cost
Estimate

13

M6

Buffalo Park Rd

Shared-Use Path /
Paved Shoulder

2.2

$1,115,880

14

M29

Mt Vernon Country Club Rd

Paved Shoulder

0.4

$65,148

15

M57

W Deer Creek Canyon Rd

Paved Shoulder

6.3

$938,994

16

M60

Turkey Creek Rd

Paved Shoulder

2.3

$540,441

17

M62

US285 Aspen Park Connection

Paved Shoulder

1.8

$273,429

18

M7

Charros Dr, Paradise Rd

Paved Shoulder / Shared
Roadway with Spot
Improvements

1.0

$345,367

19

M12

County Road 65

Paved Shoulder

2.8

$397,191

20

M27

Lookout Mountain Rd

Paved Shoulder / Shared
Roadway with Spot
Improvements

6.7

$2,400,094

21

M33

Pine Ridge Rd, W 56th Ave

Paved Shoulder / Shared
Roadway with Spot
Improvements

2.2

$717,691

22

M22

Hwy 73

Paved Shoulders

8.8

$1,467,774

23

M8

Clear Creek Canyon Rd/US 6

Shared-Use Path

8.2

$8,245,622

24

M52

Upper Bear Creek Rd

Shared Roadway with Spot
Improvements

4.4

$2,312,731

25

M67

Hwy 93

Bicycle Lane

3.1

$24,907

26

M31

N Turkey Creek Rd (CR 64)

Shared Roadway with Spot
Improvements

6.3

$3,146,811
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Priority

Project ID

Corridor

Facility Type

Distance (mi)

Cost Estimate

27

M9

Coal Creek Canyon Rd

Paved Shoulder

0.8

$119,875

28

M66

Waterton Rd

Paved Shoulder

0.5

$75,000

10.4

$2,318,620

29

M43

SH 74

Shared-Use Path / Paved
Shoulder / Bicycle Lane /
Shared Roadway with Spot
Improvements

30

M24

Kerr Gulch Rd

Shared Roadway with Spot
Improvements

4.8

$2,400,197

31

M53

US 285

Paved Shoulder

3.6

$544,181

32

M54

US 40 - West Segment, Rainbow Hill

Paved Shoulder

5.0

$730,591

33

M25

Little Cub Creek Rd, Stanely Park
Rd, High Dr

Shared Roadway with Spot
Improvements

7.5

$3,748,936

34

M5

Brook Forest Rd, Black Mountain
Dr, Shadow Mtn Dr

Paved Shoulder / Shared
Roadway with Spot
Improvements / Shared
Roadway

11.6

$3,243,722

35

M30

Myers Gulch Rd, Parmalee Gulch
Rd

Paved Shoulder

5.4

$813,160

36

M38

S Deer Creek Canyon Rd

Paved Shoulder

3.3

$810,958

37

M10

Colorow Rd

Shared Roadway with Spot
Improvements

1.9

$925,952

38

M34

Pleasant Park Rd, High Grade Rd,
Deer Creek Rd

Bicycle Lane / Shared Roadway
with Spot Improvements

11.1

$4,134,226

39

M17

Foxton Rd

Shared Roadway with Spot
Improvements

8.4

$4,217,997

40

M51

Twin Spruce Rd, W Gap Rd

Paved Shoulder

4.7

$703,952

41

M18

Golden Gate Canyon Rd

Shared Roadway with Spot
Improvements

11.0

$5,496,707

42

M15

Drew Hill Rd, Crawford Gulch Rd

Shared Roadway with Spot
Improvements

9.9

$4,944,756

43

M13

CR 126

Shared Roadway with Spot
Improvements

25.3

$12,629,061
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While the same prioritization was completed for Operations & Maintenance projects in both the Plains and Mountains
networks, these projects will be prioritized as part of regular maintenance or resurfacing projects through the County’s
capital program. As such, Operations & Maintenance projects are not prioritized, but are presented in Table 4 and Table
5 with each projects priority score as a reference, which may optionally be used to inform the County’s capital program.
Table 4: Plains Network Signing & Striping Projects with Priority Score
Project ID

Priority Score

Corridor

Facility Type

Distance (mi)

2022 Cost

P21A

8.7

7th Ave

Neighborhood Bikeway

1.0

$35,762

P57A

8.0

Garrison St

Bicycle Lane

1.0

$40,647

P9

7.7

20th Ave

Buffered Bicycle Lane

0.8

$102,578

P60

6.7

Isabell St

Neighborhood Bikeway

0.3

$12,535

P45

6.4

Cross Ave

Bicycle Lane

1.0

$40,979

P39A

6.3

Carr St

Bicycle Lane

1.5

$60,146

P31

5.6

Parkhill Ave

Neighborhood Bikeway

0.8

$29,377

P7

5.5

10th Ave

Bicycle Lane

0.9

$37,756

P79

5.5

Sangre de Cristo

Neighborhood Bikeway

1.8

$66,911

P35

5.4

Brandt / Oak

Neighborhood Bikeway

1.0

$34,579

P11

5.3

Beech

Neighborhood Bikeway

0.7

$25,001

P10

5.2

26th Ave

Neighborhood Bikeway

1.0

$39,752

P30

5.2

Ward St

Neighborhood Bikeway

0.9

$33,728

P59

5.1

Holland / Weaver

Neighborhood Bikeway

1.0

$36,205

P25

5.1

Alamo Pl

Bicycle Lane

1.1

$44,506

P43

5.0

Columbine Dr

Bicycle Lane

1.1

$43,649

P75

5.0

Peakview Dr

Bicycle Lane

1.3

$49,885

P98

4.9

Shaffer Pkwy

Buffered Bicycle Lane

1.4

$511,938

P73

4.6

Owens / Arlington

Neighborhood Bikeway

1.1

$40,369

P44

4.6

Continental Divide Rd

Neighborhood Bikeway

1.2

$41,825

P72

4.3

Moore / Oak

Neighborhood Bikeway

0.9

$31,656

P71

4.1

Montgomery / Miller

Neighborhood Bikeway

0.9

$33,911

P87

4.1

Webster St

Neighborhood Bikeway

1.2

$42,634

P67

4.0

Leawood Dr

Neighborhood Bikeway

1.2

$42,978

P26

4.0

Alkire / Youngfield

Bicycle Lane

0.5

$20,796

P55

4.0

Florida Ave

Buffered Bicycle Lane

0.7

$113,516
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Project ID

Priority Score

Corridor

Facility Type

Distance (mi)

2022 Cost

P70

3.9

Meadows Dr

Bicycle Lane

1.2

$49,196

P48

3.9

Eldridge St

Bicycle Lane

1.0

$39,971

P54

3.9

Field / Garrison

Neighborhood Bikeway

1.3

$45,142

P52

3.9

Fair Ave

Neighborhood Bikeway

0.5

$19,424

P63

3.8

Kendall Bd

Bicycle Lane

2.1

$81,334

P82

3.8

Temple / Ward

Neighborhood Bikeway

0.7

$25,894

P68

3.7

Marlowe / Tanforan

Neighborhood Bikeway

0.6

$22,305

P41

3.6

Chenango Dr

Neighborhood Bikeway

1.2

$44,566

P36

3.5

Brook Dr

Neighborhood Bikeway

0.6

$20,847

P38

3.6

Depew / Canyon

Neighborhood Bikeway

1.3

$46,914

P51

3.5

Upham / Elmhurst

Neighborhood Bikeway

1.9

$68,333

P74

3.5

Park Range Rd

Neighborhood Bikeway

0.6

$22,337

P8

3.4

Quaker / Golden Hills

Neighborhood Bikeway

0.9

$30,738

P65

3.3

Marlowe / Lakehurst

Neighborhood Bikeway

1.1

$41,128

P37

3.3

Fairview / Canyon

Neighborhood Bikeway

1.4

$48,667

P19

3.1

60th Ave

Bicycle Lane

1.1

$45,931

P24

3.0

Everett St

Bicycle Lane

0.7

$26,163

P66

3.0

Portland / Lamar / Rowland

Neighborhood Bikeway

2.0

$71,812

P23

3.0

8th Ave

Neighborhood Bikeway

0.5

$17,896

P28

3.0

Allison Wy

Neighborhood Bikeway

1.6

$57,106

P50

2.9

Elmhurst Ave

Neighborhood Bikeway

0.5

$17,985

P101

2.7

Wide Acres Rd

Neighborhood Bikeway

1.1

$39,595

P103

2.1

54th Ave

Neighborhood Bikeway

0.7

$23,401

P85

2.0

Walden Ave

Neighborhood Bikeway

0.3

$10,504

P99

2.0

Iris Ct

Neighborhood Bikeway

0.2

$17,081

P17

1.7

52nd Ave

Bicycle Lane

2.4

$95,610

P49

1.5

Ellsworth Ave

Bicycle Lane

0.8

$30,335

P56

1.3

Kendrick / Foothills

Neighborhood Bikeway

0.5

$16,847
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Table 5: Mountains Network Signing & Striping Projects with Priority Score
Project ID

Priority
Score

Corridor

Facility Type

Distance (mi)

2022 Cost

M61

9.7

Ute Ave

Bike Lane

0.9

$34,980

M11

6.2

Conifer Rd

Paved Shoulder / Shared
Roadway

0.8

$101,012

M2

5.8

Barkley Rd

Paved Shoulder

0.6

$85,114

M41

5.5

S Soda Creek Rd

Shared Roadway

2.9

$121,900

M21

5.2

Hurty Ave, Vosler St

Shared Roadway

1.3

$48,291

M45

4.3

Snyder Ave, Myer Dr

Shared Roadway

1.1

$37,105

M40

3.8

S Houston St, Main St, S Wolff Ave

Paved Shoulder

0.5

$40,083

M16

3.4

Evergreen Kerr Saddleback

Shared Roadway

5.7

$119,657

M55

3.4

Valley Pkwy

Buffered Bicycle Lane

2.6

$293,324

M23

3.4

Independence Trl

Shared Roadway

0.3

$9,632

M36

3.4

Robinson Hill Rd, Douglas
Mountain Dr

Shared Roadway with Spot
Improvements

6.5

$576,044

M26

2.1

Stagecoach Rd

Shared Roadway

2.2

$80,822

M46

2.0

Snyder Gulch Rd, Soda Creek Dr

Shared Roadway

2.4

$87,316

M14

2.0

Deep Forest Rd

Shared Roadway

1.5

$54,480

M32

1.9

Peaceful Hills Rd, Meadow Valley
Rd, Plateau Cir

Shared Roadway

1.0

$37,647

M19A

1.8

Grapevine Rd

Shared Roadway

1.8

$44,174

M20

1.6

Gray Fox Dr

Shared Roadway

1.8

$64,248

M42A

1.6

S Turkey Creek Rd

Shared Roadway

6.1

$221,342

M1

1.4

Alta Vista Dr, Meadow Vista Dr

Shared Roadway

2.1

$74,618

M4

1.3

Broken Arrow Dr, Running Deer Rd

Shared Roadway

1.7

$60,902

M37

1.1

S Blue Creek Rd

Shared Roadway

3.0

$106,429

M65

0.9

Oehlmann Park Dr

Shared Roadway

5.9

$212,400

M49

0.6

SW Platte River Dr

Shared Roadway

4.7

$170,840

M39

0.4

S Elk Creek Rd

Shared Roadway

9.0

$152,823
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